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ABSTRACT

In this thesis I propose to study tJ.e complex relations between

manuscript and print as exemplified by three seventeentl-century

popular ballads found in both the pepys collection of broadside bailads

and the Percy Folio Maauscript. Following Roger Chartier's practice of

"object studies," I exarnine ttrese ballads with three goals in mind: first,

by considering the ballad as a material arlifact, I attempt to show how

materiality allects tl:e way in which ballads in different mod.es present

and com¡nunicate information; secondl¡ by studying both the

bibliographic arrd linguistic codes, I suggest that ballads are performative

texts, not merely when orally transmitted, but also in manuscript arrd

print; and thirdly, by looking at the ballad as a palimpsest revealing

layers of text, I suggest that ballads are also sites of production a:rd re-

production. Taking issue with "great divide" theories ttrat describe

changes in communications technologr in revolutionaÐ¡ terms, I argue

instead that a close study of ballads in different media reveals tlrat there

is still a signifrcant degree of interplay and interpenetration between

manuscript arrd print some one hund¡ed and frft5r years aJter t.I:e

emergence of print technologr.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: The Materiality of Texts

Media have always mattered in literar¡r studies. print may appear to be

more transparent tJ:an other historical artifacts - indeed, it may seem to

speak to us directly - but the words we read a¡e physically inscribed or

printed, made up of ink on paper. Manuscripts and books a¡e part of the

vast array of historical artifacts that comprise the material culture of the

past. Material culture in this sense refers, in the words of G. Thomas

Tanselle, to the "interrelations of tJrought and objects," and forms part of

the "material evidences of mental activit¡/; he argues that "there cannot

be a history of ideas without a history of objects" ("printing Histor¡/ 271).

Material culture includes both tech¡lolory and the products of

technologr, both the press and the poem printed on it. Until recently,

scholars interested in the book as a material object have concentrated.

their efforts on analytical bibliography and textual criticism. Their focus

has been on the physical artifact, on the use of type, paper, printing and

binding, and on the construction of a historícal account of various

editions and printings. The purpose of this work has been to establish

"texts as intended by their authors" (Tanselle, "Textual Criticism" g3).

This appeal to the authorit5i of the author has been based on the premise



t]¡at there is a single informing consciousness ifr the creation of the text.

By the 1960s, however, the centrality of the author was coming under

scrutiny in essays such as Roland Barthes'"The Death of the Author,

and Michel Foucault's "What is aî Author?"r Atthough Ba¡thes and

Foucault approach the subject very differently, both reject tJle idea that

the author is the source of meaning in a text. D.F, McKenzie, in the

inaugural Panizà f.e,ctures at the British Library in 1985, contrasted the

traditional view of a text as "authorially sanctioned, contained, and

historically defrnable" with the developing concept of text as "always

incomplete, and therefore open, unstable, subject to a perpetual re-

making by its readers, performers, or audience" (Bibliographg SS). Since

reception is an integral part of this concept of text, McKenzie emphasÞes

the social and collaborative nature of print. While he would expand the

scope of bibliography to include films, videos and computer-stored

material, he reiterates the importance of the material text, a_rguing that

"forms effect meaning" (Bibliographg 13). In other words, the format - the

typography, layout, paper and binding - does not merely influence

meaning; it effects it, helps to bring it about. Books arrd manuscripts are

not merely containers of text; they are essential to our understanding of

the verbal artifact.z Jerome McGann, like McKenzie, has been influenced

r-Earlier, a¡rd f¡om a very different perspective, the New Critics also displaced
the autl:ro¡ as the source of meaning, giving primacy instead to t¡e textin âri
essay by Wimsatt entitled 'The Intentiona_l Fallacy."
2 For a¡r overview of the importance of interrogating materiality in the study of
texts, see Donatelli and Wint¡rop-Young, .Why Media Matte¡s."



by literar5r tÌreory to think in new ways about what constitutes a text. In

llte Textual Condítion, he argues that bottr "the practice and the study of

human culture comprise a network of symbolic exchanges" and that,

because we a¡e not angels, "these exchanges always involve material

negotiations," a state he describes as t}le "textual condition" (3). He

argues against the "reader$ view, in which *text is not something we

make but something we ínterpret (4, italics in original). To him,

textuality is instead a "phenomenal event" (5); texts cannot be larown

apart from their specifìc material modes of existence. There is no "ideal"

text, imperfectly embodied in physical form; to McGann, the text exists

as "a laced network of linguistic and bibtiographical codes" (13), and the

bibliographic codes, such as ink, paper, t¡peface, etc., are as important

as the linguistic codes for understatrding textuality. He contend.s that the

instability of the text, as reflected in its va¡ious manifestations, can best

be understood by studying the material text as well as its línguistic

coritent, McGann has provoked controversy for his rejection of the

central importance of authorial intention in textual editing, but he has

been very successful in broadening the boundaries of textual criticism.

While the Anglo-American view of the material text v/as changing,

in France schola¡s were studying the impact of print on French society.3

Histoíre du livre grew out of the Annales school of history, which focuses

¡ For a brief discussion of the Anglo-American and the French approaches to the
study ofbooks, see Feather, "Cross-Channel Currents: historical
bibliography and I'histoire du liure."



attention more on the analysis of long-term trends tllan on political

events and major figures. Drawing on the vast store of records ava able

from the ancien rêgime, schola¡s examined patterns of book production

and distribution over centuries, seeking an understanding of tJ e social,

economic and cultural effects of the int¡oduction of print. Lucien Febwe

and Henri-Jean Mârtin, in their groundbreaking volume, The Coming of

tlæ Book The Impøct of Printing, 14SO-1BOO, studied the economic and

social context of the creation of books - including technologr, production

and distribution methods, organization of the book trades, and the effect

of printing on the ordinar5r reader. several schorars have ca¡ried on the

work begun by Febwe and Ma¡tin, drawing on both the approach of the

Hístoíre du Liure and the new trends in Anglo-American bibliography.

Robert Darnton proposed a model for tåe ncommunications circuif that

includes author, publisher, printer, shipper, bookseller and reader (111),

setling the book in a nexus of social relationships. Darnton, however,

li¡nited his study to the printed book, drawing a clear boundar¡r between

manuscript and print and between books and ephemeral print, Roger

cha¡Lier broadens the focus to include cheap print that reaches a rvide

audience. His approach, like Darnton's, elucidates the networks of

practices involved in printing and the reception of texts. For Chartier,

there is no text apa¡t from the material for¡n in which it comes to the

reader. He a¡gues that:



we can see the inadequacy of tJ:e approaches that consider

reading as a t¡a¡.sparent relationship between the "text"

(given as an abstraction and reduced to its sema¡rtic

content, as if it existed outside the written objects that

present it for decoding) and the "reader. (also an

abstraction, as if the practices through which tJre reader

appropriates the text were historically and socially

invariable). (Cultural History l2l

Along with McKenzie and McGann, he contends ttrat there is no ideal

text, imperfectly embodied in material form; there is only the material

text. Chartier joins the call for a new understanding ofthe text as a

material object.

Among Canadian scholars, there has been an appreciation of the

role of communications media in a larger social context. Harold Innís

suggests that tfie development of societ¡r in a particular historic period is

influenced by the means of communication predominant in that period.4

He examines technologies of the word to determine thei¡ effects on

societ5z, arguing tJrat, because each medium has its own "bias," the

medium aJfects the cha¡acter of knowledge a¡rd thus i¡rfluences the

development of social institutions and in time the redistribution of

a Innis, a well-hrown economic historian in Canada who developed the staples
theory of economic development, turned his attention to the history and
economics of communications late in his career. For an analysis of the
contribution of Innis and Mcl.uhan to communications theory, see Czitrom,
Media and ttte Ameican Mind, chap. 6.



power. Innis emphasizes the effect that cha¡ges in the technologr of

comrnunication have on society: "Application of power to communication

industries hastened the consolidation of vernacula¡s, the rise of

nationalism, revolution, and new outbreaks of savagery in tie twenliettr

centur¡/ Q9). He sees communications technologr as a key element in

historical change; nevertheless, he does not claim that technologr

determines social change. In tJris he differs from his colleague, Ma¡shall

Mcluhan, who argues that media exert a powerful force in shaping

modem sensibility. He contends that the power of tJ e domina¡rt medium

of communication of an era is so strong that we are unable to perceive its

consequences; for example, only now that v/e have entered the electronic

age are we able to see the effects of the earlier technologr of print,

Mcluha¡r contends that ""the medium is the message' because it is tl¡e

medium that shapes and controls the scale a¡d form of human

association a¡d action' (Understanding Medta 91. The medium of print is

not a container for text; to Mcluhan it rs the text afld content is merely

"the juicy piece of meat carried by the burglar to distract t.I e watchdog of

the mind" (Understandíng Medía l8l. Mcluhan's emphasis on t¡e

importance of t.J:e technolory of comrnunications f¡nds echoes today in

the frequency of references to a communications revolution, but although

his insights into the electronic age now seem prescient, his bipolar

approach to the transition between script and print has come und.er

scrutiny.



Formerly it was argued that media are organized in a binary

fashion, but now we understand more about the interplay and

interpenetration of media. Research focusing on oral and literate cultures

originally emphasized the differences between the two, leading scholars

to see them as mutually exclusive polar opposites.s Theories derìved from

Eric Havelock's analysis of the consequences of alphabet2ation on the

sociegr of ancient Greece were subsequently applied to the effects of

increasing literacy in the middle ages and to the introduction of print ín

early modern Europe. Among the schola¡s who adhere to tJre theory of a

radical break between the world of orality and the world of print is Watter

Ong, a former student of Mcluhan. In several books, the best-known of

which is Oralitg and LiteracV, Oîg argues that t]¡e advent of writing had

a profound effect on how we think, and that chirographic culture brought

about a restructuring of the human mind: nmore than any other single

invention, writing has tra¡sformed consciousness" (78). Further, he

argues that "print both rei¡forces a¡rd transforms tlre effects of writing on

thought a¡d expression" (117). In recent years, schola¡s have taken issue

with the binary approach, stating that textuality is not exclusive to print

and emphasizing both the gradual acceptance of new media a¡rd the

contìnuing existence of old, Ruth Finnegan ad¡nits that the binary model

may give us some insight into forms of organ2ation but this, she

suggests, does not outweigh its shortcomings, which include:

5 For an analysis of both the þeat divide, and the tontinuity' approaches, see
Ruth Finnegan, Litera.cg and. Orafrþ and "Communication and Tèõhnologr."

7



tempting us to generalize before we have the detailed

evidence, over-simplifying situations in which complexity is

notjust a¡r accidental distraction but an essential aspect of

actual human activity and expression, ald misleadingly

implying that certain situations - þure oral' in parlicular _

a¡e somehow more hatural'and unproblematic than

others. (LiteracA 145-461

She argues for a "continuity model, that would see literacy as one factor

enabling change, rather tha¡r as the cause of change. Such a model

would enable us to move away from both the cause and effect

relationship and the progressive narrative inherent in the dichotomous

approach.

A great deal of scholarly work has focr.rsed on the historical shift

from script to print in early modern Europe, a transition that has been

cast in d¡amatic terms, Since Francis Bacon decla¡ed that printing was

among the three inventions that changed the whole world (the other two

being gunpowder and the compass), the printing press has been credited

with a revolutionar5r role in transfor¡ning society. Scholars such as

Mcl.uhan and Ong argue that print produces a fundamental change in

mentality that has far-reaching effects in societ5r. In her monumental

study, TLæ Prínting Press as an Agent of Chnnge: Communications and

CVltural Tlonsformations in Earlg-Modem Europe, Elizabeth Eisenstein

describes print as a catalyst giving rise to the three major movÇments of



ttre early modem period: the Renaissance, the protestant Reformation

and tåe birth of empirical science. Although she acl¡towledges ttrat other

factors were at work, print plays the major role in the teleological

na¡rative she describes. She argues that print,s capacity to preserve

lcrowledge and to produce, in quantity, reliable and authoritative texts

enabled scholars to spend less time collating and correcting manuscripts

and more time building on tåe work of their predecessors, transforming

tlre world of tJ:e learned. Eisenstein,s study was a pioneering effort in

book history, painting ín broad strokes a vivid picture of the emerging

world of print, but as a work of synthesis it has been criticized for its

dependence on secondar5r sources, its focus on elite print, and its lack of

attention to the social, economic and political context in which print

developed (Hindman 2-31. More recently, Adrian Johns, in his revisionist

history, The Nahre of tlrc Book: Print and Knoutledge in tlæ Making ,

challenges Eisenstein's focus on tJle determining effects of technologr. In

his scrutiny of printing practices in early modern London, Johns

portrays a chaotic scene of piracy, plagiarism and misprints, rather than

a world of hxed, authoritative texts (3O-81). He argues that "the

emergence of fixity was matter of convention and trust, of culture and

practice" that took severa-l centuries to develop (633¡.0 ç1o"" examination

of primary sources supports the view that print had an evolutionar5r

rather t]lan revolutiona¡r effect. In .From Script to prìnt . . . and Back,,

6 Eisenstein and Joh¡s discuss each other,s approaches to tlle topic in a forum
in the American HÌstorical Reuieut.



Joseph Donatelli examines examples of chirographic and printed texts,

demonstrating the influences of each on the other arrd exploring the

many v/ays ìn which script and print combine and interact, to reveal "the

complex and deeply ambivatent relation between writing and printing

during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries" (92). Through a close

reading of the manuscript of Douce 261, Donatelli shows how the

antholos¡ "represents the personal appropriation of origìnally separate

printed texts in a single field of textuality, the unity of which is achieved

here by the italic hand' (101). This approach, focusing on tåe cultural

object itself, reveals that the discursive field of texlualit5r is much more

complex and diverse than the overarching binary theories have indicated.

The focus of most literary studies has been on elite writers,

printers and culture, but recent shifts in resea¡ch have incorporated

popula¡ culture. Margaret Spufford's study of chapbooks from Samuel

Pepys' collection, SmaII Books and pleo.sant Hi"stories: popular Fíctíon and.

its Readership in Seuenteenth-Cenhtry EngtanÅ, comparing them with

simila¡ small books published in France known as the bibtíothèque bleue,

argues that literacy \Ã/as much more widespread than previously thought

a¡rd raises a number of questions about the distribution of cheap print.

Tessa Watt's more recent examination of tJ:e effect of both chapbooks

a¡d broadside ballads in spreading protestant ideals in seventeenth_

century England, Cheap Print and popular píetg, |550_1640, reveals the

wealth of information that can be obtained from these formerþ

10



marginalized works, and Alexand¡a Ha-lasz, in her study, ?he

Marketplace of Print: Pamphlets and the pubtic Sphere in Earlg Mod.ern

England, demonstfates the effect of the marketplace on public discourse

ín ttle early days of print. Al1 three authors deal with works tåat had

broad circulatíon in early modern England, works that can be described

as part of popular culture.

As schola¡s turn their attention to the so-called "culture of the

people," the discussion has often been framed in terms of a dichotomy

between elite and popular culture; however, t}le concept of popular

culture appears to lose stabilit5r under scrutiny. First, it is difficult to

d¡aw a clea¡ connection between a cultural object and a social class.

Although works requiring a high level of literacy would be read only by

the educated, popular literature has an appeal to those of all

backgrounds.z As Peter Burke demonstrates, in early modem England

"educated people did not yet associate ballads and chap-books and

festivals with the common people, preciseþ because they participated in

these for¡ns of culture" (27). Secondly, when looked at through the lens of

culture, social classes a¡e not sufüciently homogenous and distinct from

one another to justi$r an elite/popular dichotomy. Chartier notes that

such a division ignores the many otåer cleavages in society, such as

those between tov¡n and countrJ¡ dweller, protest€nt and Catholic, male

and female, young and old. (Cultural Uses 4). Those who were higher on

7 For a discussion of the extent of literacy in early modem England, see Cressy,
'Levels of Illite¡acy in England, l sOo- 1700" a''d Literacg end. ilæ social order.- 

'
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the social and economic scale were not necessarily part of a cultural

elite. Women, for example, were not usually educated sufficiently to

parLicipate in elite literature. Rather, Burke suggests that they acted as

mediators between "the group to which they belonged socially, tåe elite,

and the group to which they belonged culturally, the non-elite," passing

on their knowledge of folk tales, songs and aphorisms (28). Attempting to

differentiate popula-r culture from the culture of the elite may indicate

more correspondence between culture and social class than actually

exists, setting up a false dichotomy between tJre two.

AJthough the binary model of culture provides a framework for

incorporating the literary study of works that had been seen as marginal,

closer exami¡ration of these works reveals them to be much more

complex and diverse than previously thought, Instead of clearly

dema¡cated boundaries between cultures and social classes, we find

"fluid circulation, practices shared by various groups, and blurred

distinctionso (Chartier, Cltlturøt Uses 3). To avoid tlre problems of over-

generalization inherent in a globat approach, Chartier argues for the use

of câse or object studies tJ:at focus on "speciûc practices, particular

objects, and clearly defined u.ses" (Cttltural Uses l2). Ratlrer than

beginning with a category, such as popular literature, he begins with a

specific print object or objects, and closely studies the text, its

typography, layout, illustration and format, as well as the manner in

which it is read and the va¡ious social contexts in which it is produced

12



and distributed. This approach does not deny difference, even class

difference, but rather than labeling the work as part of a category, such

as popular culture, it "characterizes the practices that differentially

appropriate the materials circulating in a given societS/ (Chartier, "Texts"

171). Chartier's approach encourages close observation of all types of

printed materials - books, chapbooks, banners, pamphlets, marriage

contracts and proclamations.

Ephemeral fiterature, in which authorship is not privileged, has

traditionally been iden 'fied with popular curture, but it is not exclusive

to one social group. Burke argues that "educated noblemen maintained

contact with popular culture through their mothers, sisters, wives and

daughters, and they would in maly cases have been brought up by

peasant nurses who sang tJlem ballads and told them folktales, {2S). He

contends that any discussion of elite and popular culture must take into

account a degree of elite participation in popular culture and vice versa.

Many of the ballad and chapbook romances popular among tJ:e people,

such as Gug of Warwick and Beui.s of Hampton, were based on tales

created for the nobility and present an aristocratic point of view and

values (Burke 63). Although in literary studies the organizing principle

has traditionally been the author, ephemeral literature is usually

categorized by its physical format - broadside, chapbook, pamphlet, etc.

- or, less often, by its subject matter. Among the cheapest a¡d most

widespread forms of ephemeral print in seventeenth-century England

13



were broadside ballads. Watt estimates that as many as 3 to 4 rnillion

copies of 3,00O different ballads were circulating during tt¡e iatter half of

t}re century (1 f), and at a penny a piece, they were not out of reach for a

laborer in the building trades who was earning 8 to 1O pence a day (12).8

Penny ballads, chapbooks and pamphlets existed in a world in

which print competed with oral and scribal com¡nunication, and these

forms of cheap print penetrated all three worlds. Ballads, which exist in

performance, in manuscript and in print, fit Halasz's description of

pamphlets: tJreir "ephemerality associates them wittr the oralit¡r of gossip,

their printedness with ttre authoritative texts that ttrey materially

resemble. Yet it is their printedness that allows them to circulate like

gossip' (3). Although broadside ballads only came into existence with the

printing press, tl:ey were an intrinsic part of contemporarSr oral and

scribal culture as well, Ballads .\¡/ere not only "hawked in the alehouses

and markets, but in the same period tJrey were sung by minstrels in the

households of the nobility and gentry, who copied them carefully into

manuscripts" (Watt 1). Hyder E. Rollins describes the pervasiveness of

broadsides:

The walls of inns, taverns, and dwelling-houses, those

patronized or owned by the well-to-do no less than by the

poor, were comrnonly lined with broadsheets, which not

only helped to supply the absence of wall-paper and

8 A popular history of English broadside ballads can be found in Shepard,s two
studies, ?7æ Bro adside Ballnd artd the History of Street Líterature.

74



tapestry, but gave to the rooms a picturesque, tl bjzarre,

appeaf¿ütce. ("Black-Letter, 336)

To show that the rural areas were not to be outdone by the city, Rollins

quotes Sir Robert Cotton: "We in the countrJ¡ do not scorn / Our walls

with baliads to adorn, / Of Patient Grissel and the I¿rd oî I-orn" (.Black-

Letter" 336). Ballads were ubiquitous in seventeenth-century Englarrd,

reaching a vast audience across all social class a¡rd most parts of the

country,

The ballad, which dynamically sets itself between the oral a¡rd

written, is central to ephemeral literature and provides a basis for

tl:eorizing the dichotomies of orality and writing, script and print in early

modern England. Ballad texts display substantial variability. One ballad

may exist in two or more media and in several versions that differ in

wording, character and plot, a variability that in the past has been

explored by careful analysis of the linguistic text. Following McGann and

Charlier, however, a more fruitful approach would include an analysis of

the material text - the physical form of the ballad, including the spatial

layout, ink, typeface or hand, illustrations and paper. McGann has

demonstrated the imþortance of exploring what texts do in the process of

saying what they say, calling for a "materia_l hermeneutics, that is based

on an analysis of the bibliographíc as well as linguistic codes of a text

(Teúual Condition t5). Much recent resea¡ch on t¡allads has taken this

revisionist approach, In tJ:e last decade, schola¡s such as Susan Stewart,

15



Joseph Donatelli a¡d Nick Groom, have begun to reexamine ballads in

the light of changing theoretical conceptions, incorporating the social

and material dimensions of t¡e text and its publication in their studies.

In ttris thesis, I will ana-lyse three seventeenth_century ballads in

botå manuscript and print, focusing on their material and performative

dimensions, and exploring the multiple practices and intermingling of

media common in this period. I draw on both McGann,s materialist

hermeneutics and Chartier's "object studies" - examining a set of print

and manuscript ballads in an attempt to revea-l tJ:e efiect the physical

form has on our reading of the text. This method allows us to trace some

of the ocomplex trajectories that run from the spoken word to the written

text, from writing that is read to gestures that a¡e performed (Chartier,

"Texts" l7O-71). A comparison of the same or similar ballads in various

media reveals tlle astonishing fluidity of texts in t1.is period. Exploring

the palimpsestic qualities of ballad texts leads to a perusal of the myths

engendered by ballad collections - myths of origin in an "imagined

comrnunit5/ of ancient provenartce lqhere issues of class and gender are

bareþ visibte through the layers of text.
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Chapter 2

The Ballad Text(s)

Ballads challenge our assumptions about texts and provide a productive

site to interrogate issues of stability and authority. Fluidity rather than

ûxity is the norm for ballads, which exist in many versions and different

formats, none of which can be considered authoritative. The ballad

stretches the boundaries of the term "text." As an art form with roots in

an oral culture, the ballad was recreated with every perforûlance.

Bertrand Bronson suggests that Anna Gordon Brown, the source of a

large corpus of oral ballads, held in her memory "Not a tetct, b:ut a ballad.:

a fluid entity soluble in the mind, to be concretely realized at will in

words and music" (qtd. in Buchan 65). The fluidity inherent in oral

transmission is also evident in the marry versions of ballads extant in

manuscript and print. This endless play of texts resists classification a¡rd

identification. Few ballads privilege the author by preserving his or her

narne, evading the most cornmon form of organizing and classi$ing texts.

Even simple identification is complìcated by the lack of fxed titles and

incomplete or rnissing imprints, illustrating Donatelli's contention that

"the fundamental category 'text'was destabtti""d at an early date in

ballad studies" ("To Hear, 347).In the past, scholars such as Francis
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Child have attempted to create a hierarchy of ballads, separating the

traditional ballad, closest in content to an oral original now lost, from the

more debased broadside, produced by hack writers arrd published for

profrt. A close exarnination of ballads in botå manuscript and print

reveals the difficulties of enforcing such a hierarchy on these

multiplicitou s texts.

From the vast corpus of extant manuscripts and broadsides, I

have selected for this study ballads that exist in both manuscript and

print formats, providing a basis for comparison betr¡/een different media

versions. The ballads were d¡awn from two of the richest and best-known

collections of English ballads in existence, the percy Folio Manuscript

and tJ e Pepys collection of broadside ballads. The percy Folio Manuscript

has been called "tJ:e Rosetta Stone of British ballad stud/ (Shepard vü).

A seventeenth-century commonplace book, it is a handwritten

transcription of 195 batlads, metrical romances and popular songs, some

dating from the middle ages.r The weatth of handwritten material in the

Percy Folio MS is rivaled in print only by the collection of broadside

ballads begu.n by tl:e antiquarian John Selden and enlarged by Sarnuel

I The Folio MS was discovered by Bishop Thomas percy, who drew from it for his
groundbreaking collection, Reliqtes ofAncient English poetry, first published in
1765. It was also a treasure trove for Fra¡cis J. Child,s monumental work,
English and Scottßh Ballads, ald in some ways can be said to have inspired his
collection. John W. Ha-les a¡d Frederick J. Fumivall edited the Folio MS,
publishing 1t as Bishop PercV's Folio Manuscript lB6Z-6a. Aü references to
ballads in the Folio MS a¡e either to this edition, cited hereafte¡ as HF., or to a
microfrlm copy of the Folio MS itsel{ cited pFMS.
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Pepys, diarist and man of letters. This huge collection comprises

approxímately 1,775 sheets of English broadside ballads of the

seventeenth century. The ballads, which were originally printed on

individual broadsheets, were "collected, organized and pasted into one of

five large volumes under Pepys di¡ection" (Weinstein xvi).r. R comparison

of the two media versions of each ballad reveals that they appear to tell

the same story - although this, as we shall see, can be open to question -
but they do so in very different ways, many of which appear to be specific

to tJre media form in which tJrey are presented. A reading of these

ballads, focusing primarily on the Pepys broadsides, ald noting any

differences found in the Percy folio versions, vr¡ill shed light on the

interrelationships of manuscript and print ald lay a foundation for tJle

examination of the ballads' material a¡d performative cha¡acteristics in

later chapters.

The texts were chosen to reflect themes typical of balladry -
history, romance, and classical legend - to determine whether the rad.ical

instability of the text was cha¡acteristic of one thematic category or

coÍlmon to several. The three ballad stories studied, Banister and

Buckingha'n, Hero and Leander, and Lady's Fall, are on the popular

2 .Although some of the Pepys ballads found their way into print through the
effofs of Child and the English Bâllâd Socieb/, it was not until 1g29 túat the
¡emainder were published in an eight-votume editjon edited by Hyder E. Rollins.
In 1987, a facsimile edition of Pepys,s five volume collection, edit¿d by W. G.
Day, was published, allowing for tl.e first .''ne 

easy access to the entire
collection. All references in this study to the pepys Ballads are to the Day
facsimile edition.
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topics of history, legend and personal tragedy, respectively, and death is

colnmon to all of them. Pepys divides his collection of ballads into ttre

following subject headings, glving an idea of the range of topics found in

broadsides: "Devotion & Morality," "History - True & Fabulous," "Tragedy

- v¿t. Mrd¡:. Execut"". Judgmt.. of God &c.," "State & Times," "Love -
Pleasant," "Love - Unfortunate,' "Marriage, Cuckoldry, &c.," "Sea - Love,

Gallantry, & Actions," 'Drinking & Good Fellowshipp," and "Humour,

Frollicks &c. mixt" (Day f : xü), and he includes a "Small prorniscuous

Supplement upon most of tJ-e forgoing Subjects' (Day 1: 469-55O). Our

th¡ee ballad stories, which touch on issues of morality, history, tragedy,

love and marriage, reflect themes found in the larger part of the pepys

collection.

The ea¡liest of these ballad stories, the tale of Buckingham and

Banister, w¡itten on a historical theme, illustrates a degree of textual

va¡iation in manuscript arrd print that raises the fundamental question

of whether we are dealing with the same ballad. Like most historical

ballads, these two versions are based on incidents from the past, loosely

interpreted. Buckingham had taken part in an uprising against Richa¡d

III and was executed in 1483; that same yeaf, Jane Shore, a mist¡ess of

Edwa¡d IV, was expelled from tl¡e court by Richa¡d. The broadside story

cent¡es on the betrayal of the Duke of Buckingham by Banister, one of

his own men, comparing Banister's suflering to that of Ja¡re Shore.

Although the printed version ofthe ballad tells both these stories, setting
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Banister's suffering against that of Shore to invoke compassion for him,

the manuscript version omits Jafie Shore entirely. Variation is not

unq¡pical of ballads, which in oral form were recreated in each

performance, but such a d¡amatic rupture, changing the plot and

omitting a central character, illustrates the diffrculties of identi$ring arrd

classifying such fluid, even slippery, texts as these.

The change in cha¡acter and plot is prefigured in the changing

titles of tlree exemplars of this ballad story. As is often the case wítJ

ballads, the very title is already destabilized: two different titles can be

found in print and a third in manuscript. The broadside version ín the

Pepys collection is entitled, "A most sorrowfull Song, setting forth the

miserable end of Banisúer, who betraied tle Duke of BuckingLør4 his

I-ord and Maste¡" (STC 1361.5; Day 1: 64-65),3 a title that, for all its

length, omits any mention of the third m4ior character in the text of this

ballad, Jane Shore. This version was printed by A. Mathewes for Francis

Coules in 1630 (Weinstein 1 1- 12). Thirty years earlier, however, the

ballad had been registered by John Wolf under t}le title, "A mournefull

songe comparatiuely of the miserable ende of Bannister that betraied the

duke of Buckingham his lord arrd master to tJre punishement of mystres

Shore &c." (Rollins, Analgtical Index 16O), a title much more reflective of

the contents. In the intervening thirty years, however, tåe fame of Jane

¡ The broadside is hereinafter referred to
Ba;rister,' and the corresponding ballad in
Barìister."

as "A most sorrowfull Song .

the PFMS is "Buckingam behayd:
of
by
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Shore had faded, a¡rd by removing her name from the title, Coules was

able to market an old ballad anew. Between the print versions and the

ballad in the Folio MS there is a more radical change yet. In the

manuscript version, entitled "Buckingam Betrayd: by Baniste/ (pFMS

27O-72; HF 2: 253-59), Jane Shore slips not onJy out of the title but out

of the text as well. The brevity of the title of the version in tJ-e Folio MS

also distinguishes the two: the exhaustive title of the printed version is

cha¡acteristic of broadside ballads, whereas the concise title of the

marruscript version is more typical of tJle traditional ballad. In other

examples, tlre Pepys broadside, nA memorable song upon the unhappy

hunting in Cheuy Chase, betweene t}re EørIe Pearcg of England, and

Earle Doutgløs of Scotland (Day 921 is given the more concise title,

"Cheuy Chase," in manuscript (HF 2: 1-16). And the manuscriptb simple

"Patient Grissell" (HF 3: 421-30) becomes "A most excellent and vertuous

Ballad of tl¡e patient Grisself in print (Day 1: S4). The variety of titles for

one ballad story signals not only a lack of stability in the text but a

difference in tåe performative functions of manuscript and print, a

dillerence that will be explored in chapter 4.

The ballad, a folk song that focuses on a single episode, is loosely

defrned in comparison with other literar5r forms. Unlike the sonnet or

rhSnae royal, which follow a strict sta¡rzaic format, the ballad exhibits a

variety of meter and rh¡rrne pattems, some of which have roots deep in

the oral tradition, Two of the most common patterns a¡e found in
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quatrains with lines of alternating tetrameter ald trimeter, or with lines

of tetrameter tlroughout, rhyming abcb, b:ut these patterns coexist with

an ea¡lier form, the couplet, which rh5rmes aabb. Dav:,d Buchan argues

that traces of the ea¡lier couplet pattern can be found in the early

quatrain (167). The transition between the two forms can be seen in

those ballads that retain signs of the couplet form: four-stress lines;

rh5rme schemes close to the ca typical of couplets; syntactic units

complete in two lines; and frequent repetition of lines and stanzas (167-

68).

Of the texts I am considering, the Pepys broadside version of the

Banister ballad is the only one to retain traces of this early couplet form,

indicating earlier composition than the others. Although tl.is ballad is

divided into quatrains, the use of long measure , 4-4-4-4, rather tåan the

more frequently used comrnon measure, 4-3-4-3, gives the stanza the

metrical form of two couplets. This reading is supported by the rhyme

scheme, with 31 of 38 stanzas rh¡'rning aabb, as is shown in sta;rtza 22:

Thou gauest a¡ eare to widowes crie,
& wip'd the teares from Orphants eye,

Thou saudst their liues by law condemnd
And iudgde vnto a wofull end. (Day 1: 65)

The syntactic unit, which generally extends over four lines in this ballad,

reveals a movement toward the quatrain form, but traces of the couplet

can still be found in the s1'ntax ol stanza 25:

What though K. Richa¡d with disgrace
did cast thee from thy loftie place?

Thy good deeds done doth spread thy fame
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my cursed fact claimes endlesse shame. (Day 1: 65)

With rhymes on "disgrace," "place," 'fame," and "shame," the broadside is

an example of heavily patterned verse. In contrast, the Folio MS version

is looser in meter and rhJ¡me, as can be seen in the following stanza:

an old felt hat vppon his head,
w¡th 2O holes therein;
& soe in labor he spent the time,
as tho some drudge he had beene.+ (PFMS 271; HF 2:2571

The trochee, "labor," in line 3 and the anapest, "he had beene,' in line 4

disrupt the iambic pattern. The manuscript ballad's metric irregularity,

its rhyme scheme of abcb and its alternating lines of tetrameter and

trimeter contrast with t1e tight rhythmic and metric pattern of the

printed ballad, Paradoxically, the manuscript version appears to be

written more recently than the broadside, It has no vestiges of the ea¡lier

couplet form, but rather its rhyme scheme and metric pattern reinforce

the four-line sta¡zaic structure.

Iteration is an essential characteristic of the ballad's roots in

orality, for like all oral poetry ttre ballad is created and recreated in the

process of transmission. Bucha¡r describes how the ballad is composed

in each performance:

The maker learns from older traditional singers not only the

individual stories but also the tradition's structural and

formulaic patternings, arrd re-creates the ballad-stories

a In quotations from the PFMS, I have followed the system used by Hales and
Furnivall of printing expanded contractions in irâlic type.
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every time he performs. He learns specific structures and

formulas but, more important, learns how to expand and

create anew on the basis of the old. (166)

The ballad singer draws on recurring patterns, such as incremental

reiteration, formulaic phrases a¡rd alliteration, but he uses these

elements creatively, making each performance unique. The ballad thus

displays a degree of stability over time, as the singer attempts to retell

the story accurately; nonetheless each retelling creates new va¡iations.

Within the ballad, the plot often progresses in "fits arrd starts,"

using incremental reiteration as a device for both memory and ttrematic

repetition. The first five stanzas of the broadside baltad "A most

sorrowfull Song, . . . of BanisteC are typical of this additive st5rle of

narration as they reveal the nature of Banister's betrayal through the

gradual accretion o¡¿st.il, couched in verbal formulas:

If euer wight had cause to rue
a wretched deede, vidle and vntrue,

T}ren Banister with sharrre may sing,
who sold his life that loued him.

The noble Duke of Buckinglnm,
his death doth make me sing this song,

I vnto him did them betray,s
tJ:at wrought his downfall and decay.

I him betraid, and none but I,
for which I sorrow heauily:

But sorrow now too late doth come,
for I alone haue him undone.

s Rollins suggests this line should read: "I vnto them d.id him betra/ (pepgs
Ballads 134 n.l.
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Whose life I ought to haue preseruä,
for well of me he it deserud,

That from the dust had lifted me,
to honour and to dignitie.

But I ttrese fauours did forget,
when thou with danger wast beset,

Good Buckingham thy life I sold,
in hope to haue reward of gold. (Day l: 641

Beginning with a d¡amatic reference to a "w¡etched deede," the na_rrator

proceeds to describe the treacherous act additively by stanza. We learn

frrst that Banister betrayed the Duke of Buckingham, that Banister alone

betrayed him, that Buckingham had been hís benefactor, and that

Banister betrayed his master for money, as the story unfolds in

incremental detail. Gordon Hall Gerould argues that such parallelism in

both phrase and idea "is of peculiar importance in bafladry, not because

in a comparatively few cases it is used to give form to the whole

narrative, but because it is the commonest rhetorical frgure employed to

intensi$r some moment of the action, or repeatedly to give emotional

colour to the stoq/ (1O7). In tJ:is ballad, repetition heightens the sense of

treachery and shar¡rens Banister's expression of remorse. The

development of the plot is sustained by a pattern Buchan describes as

one of alternating strong and weak lines (1a7). In starizâs 2 to S, the frrst

and third lines carrSr most of the na¡ration, reinforcing the plot line with

reiterations of the theme of betrayal:

The noble Duke of Buckingham,

t "r.,:.n* did them betray,
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I hirn betraid, a;rd none but I,

But sorrow now too late doth come,

Wirà"" Uf" I ought to haue preseru'd,

That from the dust had lifted me,

eri i th""" fauours did forget,

Good Buckingham thy life I sold,

Most of the plot is revealed in these lines, and the alternating v,¡eak lines

are therefore much less important to our understanding of the nafrative.

Thei¡ role is "primarily aural rather tharr conceptual,' in Buchan's terms

(15O); in tJris case, they reinforce the theme a¡rd tone by repetition and

provide the rhyme scheme of the sta¡rza.

Turning to the corresponding Folio MS version, "Buckingam

betrayd: by Banister," we find a set of formulaic strategies which hea¡ken

back to English alliterative poetry. The use of formulaic phrases and

allifs¡¿ti6n are cha¡acteristic of oral composition. Ruth Finnegarr

descríbes the role of recurring formulas ín facilitating ,fluent and

unintermpted delive4/ of an oral narrative:

. The poet had a store of ready-made diction already raitored

to suit the metrical constraints of the . . . line. By

manipulating formulaic elements from this story - t}re

"building blocks" - he could construct a poem based on

traditional material which was still his own unique and

personal composition. (Orat Poetry 60l
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The use of formuias as 'building btocks' in the composition of a ballad

can L¡e seen in the first four starizas of the Folio MS version of t]e

Banister ballad:

YOU: Barons bold, ma[r]keo and behold
the thinge fhat I will rite;
a story strange & yett most true
I purpose to Endite.

ffor the Noble Peere while he liued heere
The duke of Buckingam,
he fflourisht in King Edwards time,
the 4tr' King of. thøt name.

in his service there he kept a marr
of meane & low degree,
whom he brought W t¡en of a chyld
from basenesse to dignitye:

he gaue him lands & Iiuings good
wherto he was noe he¡rre,
& then mached him to a gallant dame
as rich as shee was fayre. (PFMS 27O; HF 2: 2SSl

Verbal formulas frtting the metrical pattern of the lines are evident

particularly in stanzas 3 and 4, ¡¡¡here we find t}re following examples: "of

meane & low degree," "lands & liuings good," and "as rich as shee was

fayre." The phrases are commonplace, but these "building blocks" fit the

rhythm and rhyme scheme and âllow the singer to move fluently to the

next idea. Alliterative phrases are often formulaic as well, and here a¡e

used to draw attention to the words, to enhance the sound, and to

reinforce meaning. Repetition of the explosive consonants in the phrase

nBa¡ons bold' demands attention of the reader or Listener, making this

0 The letter "/ inserted in the PFMS appears to be in percy's hand (HF 2: 2SSn,).
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an elïective opening statement. Another pair of altiterative phrases, in

stanza 31, 'his daugter right of bewtye bndft, / to such lewde liffe did

trall" (PFMS 272i HF 2:259) reinforces meaning by emphasizing the

family's d¡arnatic reversal of fortunes. In stanza 8, ttre soft and hard

vowel sounds of the lines "t]¡en Richard the 3a. swaying the sword, /
cryed himselfe a kinge" (PFMS 270; HF 2: 2561 strengtJrens the image by

contrasting the two phrases.

The audience is engaged directly in the broadside version of the

Banister ballad through tire use of a role-playing nafrator who begins the

story ín media res. The na¡rator identifies himself ("Bânister with shame

may sing') and sets himself in the midst of the d¡amatic conltict (.I him

betraid, and none but I') (Day 1: 64). As Natascha Würzbach notes, tJre

role-playing narrator personalizes the message, making his

communication very effective:

The mere presence of the speaker suggests authority; and

the credibility, prestige, and attractiveness attached,

together with tåe obvious membership of a certain class,

aJe va.lue categories r¡¡hich a¡e more or less consciously

projected by tJ:e receiver of tJre message on to the message

itself. (46)

The brief formulaic opening, "If euer wight had cause to rue / a wretched

deede, vilde and vntrue" (Day 1: 64), creates a texlual space in which ttre

narrator announces his emotional state before plunging into his story.
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His exaggerated expressions of remorse put the focus on his suffering

instead of on the death of Buckingharn as a way drawing forth a

sympathetic response from an audience. This focus on Banister tums a

historical event, which took place some 12O years before the ballad, into

a persona.l tragedy, with Banister singing in front of the audience.

Focusing on the personal as a means of understanding a historic event is

a feature found commonly in historical ballads and is still used today in

popular history. The narrator repeats references to his performance

several times ('his death doth make me sing this song"), taking issue

with Ja¡e Shore for her "mournefull song" and pleading with his

audience, "AIl you that here my wofull song,, to learn from his mistakes

(Day 1: 65; 64). The narrative follows a t5pical ballad pattern of "telling a

story in terms of its crucial or concluding incident," in Gerould's terms

(5), beginning with the critical act of betraya_l. The background is briefly

sketched in but the focus is kept on the tr"gc consequences Ba¡rister

endures as a result of his treacherous act, By playing the role of

Banister, the narrator gives the song a sense of immediacy and dravrrs the

audience into the drama as the recipient of his communication. The

references to his performance in the broadside have the effect of

inscribing the audience onto the print object.

A dífferent strateg/ is used in tåe manuscript version of tJle

ballad, which is told in the third person, giving the narrator greater

distance and impartiality, rather than the sense of irnmediacy found in
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tåe broadside. Lacking the implied credibilty of the broadside,s role-

playing narrator, tJre speaker in the manuscript version must claim

authority for his tale. He deflects skepticism and makes a truth claim in

one concise line, announcing his song as "a story strange & yett most

true." Along with his truth claim, however, he creates a sense of

confusion about the media he is using. He refers both to "the thinge that

I will rite" and the story "I purpose to Endite," using a now obsolete form

of the word to indict or indite (PFMS 27O; HF 2: 2S5). In this context, the

word may mean either "to inspire a form of words which is to be repeated

or written down" or it may mea¡r "to express or describe in a líterary

composition" (OED). The word "rite" places this version within the realm

of literature and demonst¡ates a self-consciousness foreigrr to ballads,

but the use of uendite" two lines later raises questions of media slippage.

\flhile it is clea¡ that t]re manuscript and printed versions of t]re

Ba¡rister and Buckingham ballad are different, it is much more difficult

to infer relations between these versions and their sources. If the relation

between the exta¡rt texts of tl¡e Banister ballad is problematic, any

attempt to reconstfuct the originary history of these texts is a very

doubtñrl project. These a¡e typical of batlads where a wide divergence of

versions has not resolved into a linea¡ ranking of texts, in which an

original text is succeeded by later versions cormpted in transmission.

Rather these versions appear to be a series of redactions which seem to

have their own raison d'être and integrity. In t-l:e pepys version, we have
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a ballad told according to marry set ballad conventions. The percy Folio

MS version seems to have more "poetic devices," but rather than seeing

that as a loss of ballad authenticity, we must realize that, while teling a

different story, tlìis version has its own coherence. As ttre print and

manuscript versions of the ballad of Banister and Buckingham reveal,

there is no evidence that the manuscript is closer to oral tra¡rsmission

than the broadside. Resea¡ch has demonst¡ated that broadsides slipped

into oral transmission in rural areas, occasionatly making tJreir way back

to town and into print again (Andersen 44-451, and, furthermore, that

many broadsides were printed from ballads in oral ci¡culation (Gerould

239-42; Donatelli, "Percy Folio" 122-24]r. The broadside version of the

Barrister ballad, with its use of ballad conventions, and the more poetic

manuscript version of the story demonstrate the interrelationship and

interpenetration of ballads in this era.

The second pair of ballad texts under study, entitled .A Lamentable

Ballad of the Ladies Fall" in broadside (Day 1: S1O-11) and, more simply,

"Ladyes: ffall" in manuscript (PFMS 26a-ZO; HF 2: 246-52), illustrates

the way in which the ballad opens a textual space for women. In both

manuscript arìd print versíons, dialogue is the primary mearrs of moving

the action forward, a¡d tïe principal voice is that of the womarr herself.

In the broadside version, of 152 tines in the ballad, the female

protagonist speaks in 56, or more than a thi¡d, the male in only 12, She
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takes charge of tåe situation and calls for action, while he makes excuses

and delays. On learning that she is pregnant, she tells her lover ofher

situation a¡rd offers him two stark choices, marrJ¡ me or kill me to save

my honour:

Think on thy former promise made,
tJ:y vows and oaths each one,

Remember with what bitter tears
to me thou mad,st thy moan:

Convey me to some secret place,
and marr5r me wit?r speed,

Or with thy Rapier end my life,
e're further shame proceed. (Day 1: SIO)

Her lover responds with flattery and evasion, pointing to her parents,

objections and his fea¡ that they will kill him. She counters his objection

by courageously offering to step between him a¡d the sword, ready to die

for love: "My self will step bet\¡/een the Sworde, / and take the harm on

me" (Day 1: 510). Then, switching from the hypothetica_l to the possible,

she offers a plan for their escape. She says tlìat she will disguise herself

as a male, leave her father's house arrd wait for her lover alone in the

da¡k:

Disguised üke some pretty page,
I1e meet thee in the da¡k,

And all alone Ile come to tJree,
hard by my Fathers park. (Day 1: 511)

In this ballad, the woman is strong, resourceful, and decisive. She

quickly takes control of tJ:e situation, determining the best course of

action. When her lover fails to appea¡, she returns home to face her fate

alone; eschewing self-pity she tells her maid, "l,et none bewail my
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wretched case / but keep all persons out" (Day l: 511). Because she

dominates the dialogue, we see the situatjon from her point of view, and

the lover is seen througþ the female gaze, appearing in a particularly

unflattering light.

Ballads on t.I:e tj¡eme of tire fallen woman were corunon in early

modern England, but in this ballad story the lady's masquerade echoes

another t-heme as well - the t¡a¡svestite heroine who opens up new

ímaginative possibilities for women's lives. The fallen-woma¡r ballad

generally reinforces women's place in the social order, portraying the

consequences for women of breaking society's rules. The pepys collection

includes a number of such ballads: "A Loue-sick maids song, lately

beguild, by a run-away Louer that left her with Childe" (Day 1: 371); "The

CONSTANT IADY, and fals hearted squire, being a Relation of a Knights

Daughter nea¡ Woodstock in Oford-shier, that dyd for l,ove of a Squire"

(Day 5: 285); along with advice to avoid such a fate, .The Virgins A.B.C.

or, An Alphabet of Vertuous Admonitions, for a Chast, Modest, and well-

govemed Maid' (Day 1:500). Although t.I e story of Lady's Fall is set

within tJ:e same thematic f¡arrrework as these ballads, the heroine, by

playing the role of a ma¡¡. ('some pretty Page"), charts a diflerent course.

Her spirit and determination place her in the ranks of what Dia¡rne

Dugaw calls the transvestite heroines, or women warriors, found in

ballads such as "Mary Ambree," "The Famous Woman Drummer," and

"The Gallant She-Souldier." These heroines, motivated by love,
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masquerade as men, often going to sea or into battle. Tþically in these

ballads, Dugaw argues:

the story is placed within, and indeed ultirnately justifres

itself by the rules of the heterosexual, male-dominated

social order. Thus, a woman ventures from her father's

house where we find her at the beginning of the ballad to

her husband's where we find her at the end. Nonetheless,

tl:e story's middle, by turning that world upside down, calls

into question its immutability (4).

Like tfre women warrior ballads, Lady's Fall begins and ends

conventionally, with a woman motivated by true love. In this case,

however, her love is not reciprocated, she is abandoned and. returns

home to face the consequences of violating society,s rules. Nevertheless,

by playing the role of a man, even for a short time, she creates a new

imaginative model for women's lives. Such a heroine "prompts - even

forces - us to look in new and provocative ways at tJee intersecting of

gender identit5r and heroism" (Dugaw 3-4). A conventional theme, the

fallen woman, is handled in such a way in this ballad that it both opens

new possibilities and reinforces the existing socia_l order.

Although tåe two versions of the ballad are very similar, the

broadside gives a stronger, more dramatic voice to the female

protagonist. It includes this emotional plea urging her lover to action, a

plea that is omitted from the manuscript version:
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Come, come, my love, perform thy vow
and wed me out of hand,

O lcave me not in this extream,
in grief always to stand. (Day 1: S 10)

The broadside allows the \¡¡oman this expression of passion and at the

same time it presents her as logical and responsible, taking charge of her

life. In this version, tJ:e woman is very clear tàat it is her honour that is

at stake, and she tells her lover that she will protect him from death:

Dread not thy self to save my fame,
and if thou taken be,

My self wiJI step between the Sworde,
and take th.e harm on me;

So shall I scape Dishonour quite
if so I should be slain;

What could they say? but that true love
Did wo[rk] a Ladies Bane. (Day l: StO]

In the manuscript version, the woman,s approach is very different. She

chides her lover for fearing for his own honour ("dread not your liffe to

saue your famel"). As in tJ:e broadside, she offers to step between hirn

a¡rd the sword but, perhaps sarcastically, she says she is doing it to

protect his honour:

my selfe will step betweene the sword
to take the harme of thee;
soe may you scape dishonor quite. (pFMS 269; HF 2: 2491

The woman is a person of action in both versions, but the broadside

presents her as a more forceful, strong-minded and powerful character.

Also unique to the print version is the admonitory ending. Not content to

let the story speak for itself, this version includes the t¡pe of moralizing
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coda that became more coîrrnon with the spread of literacy atrd cheap

print:

Too true alas this story is,
as many one can tell.

By others harms learn to be wise
and thou shalt do full well. (Day 1: 51O)

The admonitory ending became common with broadside circulation,

whereas traditional ballads reinforced social norms implicitly. The otd

ballads, according to Buchan, were "descriptive rather tJ:an prescriptive,"

influencing the audience though example instead of "moral precept" (82).

The moral lesson tacked onto the end of the broadside not only

attempted to drive the point home, but it allowed the ballad singer to

di¡ect his com¡nents to his immediate audience, holding their attention

longer.

We turn finally to the legendary tale of Hero and læander, a ballad set in

tlte distant past and fa¡ away, a tragedy of the idealized love of heroic

figures. The ballad is found in tJ:e broadside nlea.nders loue to loyall Hero

(STC 17763; Day 1: 344-45), ând in the manuscript "Hero: &: læander"

(PFMS 455-57; HF 3: 295-3O0). The story of Hero and Leander creates a

'ballad world," fa¡ removed from t.l:e experience of ordinary people in

setting and characters (Buchan 76). Based on a classical legend, the

ballad is set in ancient Greece on the Hellespont, t}le border between

Europe and Asia. Hero is a priestess of Aphrodite, much in love r¡¡ith

Leander. Frustrated by parental opposition to their affair, Læander swims



nightly across tJ:e river to see Hero, who lights a lamp to guide him. One

night, as a storm rages, l,eander plunges into the river, but Hero,s light

has gone out, he cannot find the shore and drowns. When Hero sees his

body on the beach, she jumps from a tower to join him in death. The

noble characters, the setting distant in time arrd place and the tragic end

are representative of the ballad of legend.

The imagery is simple and conventional, reinforcing ttre theme

syrnbolically in a way that is easily understood by everyone. In both print

ald manuscript versions of this ballad the imagery is highJy codifred,

used primarily to support the story line, but a close reading of tJ:e baltad

in both media reveals its differing effects. Most of the symbols are simple

and primarily visual - the lamp, often a s¡rmbol of spirit, and tlre river,

with its connotations of life, death and renewal. The use of such imagery

gives immediacy and interest to the ballad, but it also provides a deeper

subtext, moving the story from a tragrc romance to a parable of love, loss

and redemption. More forceful imagery is used to portray Hero,s

awakening, previewing her death. In the broadside version:

When Hero faire awakt from sleepe,
a¡rd saw her Lampe was gone,

Her senses all be nummed wea¡e
And she like to a stone.

Oh from her Eyes then Pea¡les more cleare,
proceeded many a dolefull teare, fa la,

Presaging that the angry flood
had dl_rnke Leanders Louely blood, fa la. (Day 1: 34S)

When Hero realZes what has happened, tJ:e irnagery turns f¡om cold and

white stone to hot and red blood. The broadside exhibits a chilling trace
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of the vampire in the lines, "the angry flood / tlad, drunke læa¡der,s

Louely blood, fa la" (Day 1 : 345). The alliteration of "Leander ," "Louelt'

a¡d "la' emphasizes the adjective, an unusual choice to modj$¡ "blood."

In the Folio MS version, which is very similar in language to ttle

broadside, the same images appear, although a change in one word has a

dramatic effect on the connotation:

Ol ffrom her eyes, tJren perles more Cleere, fa: la:
Proceeded many a dolefull teare,
Perswading thnt t}re angry flood
had drunke læanders guiltlesse bloode, fa: la: (pFMS 456;

HF 3: 299)

The manuscript version's reference to Leander's .guiltlesse bloode" is less

discomfrting than the broadside's .Loueþ blood," but by giving an

unnecessarJ¡ reassurance ofinnocence, it succeeds in raising the

question of guilt, reminding us that both Hero and l¿ander have

transgressed the boundaries of acceptable behaviour. The idealized world

created in the ballad, with cha¡acters who a¡e larger than life in a remote

setting outside the normal pat ameters of time and space where the

normal rules do not apply, cracks a little vyith the appea-rance of the v¡ord

*guiltlesse." No longer standing apart from Úre moral realm, tJre

characters a¡e closer to home, with lessons for ordiqary loverq,

More significant, however, is the different effect a4 i¡nage m¿y

have in script and print. Like the na¡rator of "Buckingam þetr4yd: þy

Baniste/ in thp Folio MÞ, the nafrator of ttre Ffero g¡d Leander ballads

refers to writing. In the frrst sta¡¡za of both versions (with one minor
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djfference in spelling), the narrator uses the phrase "without all enuious

blott" to describe tåe unsullied reputations of the two protagonists:

TWo famous Louers once there was,
whom fame hath quite forgot,

Who loued long most constarrtly,
without all enuious blott;

Shee was most faire, and hee as true;
which caused tl¡at which did ensue; fa la,

Whoose storie I doe mearre to write,
and tytle it, True Loues Delight, fa la. (Day 1: S44)

He reinforces the ink metaphor with the line, "Whose storie I doe meane

to write," going so far as to mention the titte he has chosen: -Iiue l,oues

Delight." The reference to ink blots and writing resonates more in the

manuscript version, where the reader is navigating ttrrough ink blots and

written text tha¡ it does in the printed text. The different effects

produced by the same image reflect the importance of includ.ing ftre

material text in any analysis of the ballads, a topic to which we turn in

tJe next chapter, As significant as the diferences in wording, however,

are the si¡nilarities between tJ:e print and manuscript versions of the

ballad. Beginning with tfre first line, "TWo famous Louers once there was,

in print, and "Tow: flamous louers once t]¡ere was" in manuscript, the

ballads a¡e remarkably alike, demonstrating a close relationship between

the ballads t¡anscribed in the Percy Folio MS and ballads in print.

Schola¡s have tried for centuries to distinguish tJ:e "traditional, ballad

from the broadside ballad; in fact, however, these categories have always
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overlapped. Child, Gerould, and Buchan have gone to great lengths to

classi$' ballads according to their language, imagery or structure, but the

evidence for clairning that one version is ea¡lier or more auttrentic than

anotJ:er is very thin, as we have seen from this exarrrination of three

ballad stories in two different media. Albert Friedmarr contends that

there a¡e ballad texts but never a single, definitive text of a

given ballad. Confusions and sophistications aside, any

t¡aditional variant is theoretically as good as another. One

does not, as with literar5r texts, normalize or collate or

geneaTogjze in the hope of working back through different

exemplars towa¡d the nea¡est approximation of the author,s

original. (1)

As Fried¡nan indicates, schola¡s have dissociated the ballad, with its

quasi-Iegitimate status, from elite forms of literature, but even such a

canonical text as Shakespearc's Kíng Le¿r has now splintered into

separate redactions. In The Diuísion oftlæ Kingdoms: Shakespeare's Tlao

Versíons of King Lear, Stanley Wells argues that "The euarto and Folio

texts of King l,ear ate distinct. There is no valid evidence that they derive

from a single, lost archet54re' (20). So too with ballads. We cannot

establish a hierarchy of texts; instead each text is produced and

consumed in a particular set of social conditions, such as in the privacy

of the scribe's room or the commotion of the public marketplace. The

crisis in ballad stud¡ which took place as early as the eighteenth
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century, can be seen as a forerunner of the textual instabiJity which was

to catch up with literary studies in the postmodem era of ttre late

twentieth century.



Chapter 3

Ballads as Material A¡tifacts

Reviewing the history of the ballads in both manuscript and print

highlights the variabilit5z of the text as a verbal artifact, but broadening

the focus to include tlre bibliographic as well as the linguistic codes will

allow us to explore the variabiüty inherent in botJ: the material and

performative dirnensions of the text. A text is more t]¡an a sequence of

words on a page, McGann argues that:

âll texts, like all other tJrings human, a¡e embodied

phenomena, and the body of t}re text is not exclusively

linguistic. By studying texts through a distinction d¡awn

between linguistic and bibliographical codes, we gain at

once a more global and a more uniform view of texts and

tJ:e processes of textual production. (Textuat Condition

13-14)

Although the bibliographic level is usually considered subordinate to the

linguistic in a critical study of texts, both function interactively. Chartier

argues that "texts are not deposited in objects - manuscripts or printed

books - that contain them like receptacles, and they are not inscribed in

readers as in soft wa* (Cultural Hístory l2). The dichotomy of
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content/form breaks down upon close examination. Form ft¿s content;

rather than a container, form can be seen as a set of interlacing

relationships which not only support the verbal text but also influence its

reception. In this chapter we will examine the materia-l texts of printed

and manuscript ballads, looking fi¡st at the spatial field as a whole for

each medium a¡d then turning to a closer examination of the material

dirnension of print and manuscript ballads as they proceed from

beginning to end.

The Percy Folio MS has been preserved in the British Library

under the shelfrnark, Additional MS 2TBT9. Even a quick perusal of the

microfrlm version of the text attests to its physicaj size. r The manuscript

is vast, containing an eclectic collection of 19S lyrics, ballads and

romances, all in verse; no prose has been included. Of its 26g folios, the

first twenty-eight exist now only in fragments. The sheets have been

folded vertically, and measure approximately 390 mm by 140 mm, after

Percy's cropping (Rogers 41). Ftrrnivall notes a reference in one of the

latest ballads, "The King enioyes his ríghts againe," that indicates the

ballad was w¡itten in 1643, and he estimates the date of the Folio MS

transcription to be "about 165O, though raúler before than after" (1:

xüi). Gillian Rogers argues that such a large compilation could only have

r In my research, I used a microfrlm of the percy Folio manuscript, as well as
the HaIes and Furnivall edition and the Day facsi¡rrile edition of tJ:e pepys
ballads. Three studies of the original percy Folio MS have been very helpn-,t to
me in discu sing the physical manuscript as a whole: Donatelli, .ihe pårcy Folio
Manuscripf; Groom, T1æ Makíng of percg's Relíqtes; and Rogers, "The peicy
Folio Manuscript Revisited."
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been collected and transcribed over a long period of tjme arrd, aJter

examining the watermarks and changes in letter forms, she also suggests

it was rn'itten from about 1642 to i650 (44).

The matruscript contains a variety of materials composed over

time, including songs, broadside ballads, romances, and metrical

tristories. The arrangement of items appea¡s to be random, suggesting

that "the compiler wrote in what he could get when he could get it"

(Rogers 44). Despite the random order, there do seem to be principles of

selection at work. What is included is a wide selection of works that

might easily have been lost to posterigr, particutarly those ttrat focus on

history and romance. Much of the material was popular literature of a¡r

ephemeral nature. The Folio MS includes such works as "Scotish Feilde,"

'Death and Litre," and "The Marriage of Si¡ Gawain," which may date

back to the frfteenth century, side by side with ballads of the seventeenth

century, such as the three included in this study. In Rogers, words, ttre

scribe "vr¡ittingly or not, performed a valuable service to posterity in

preserving, in however imperfect a form, a microcosm of seventeenth-

century popular taste' (63), as well as a sample of the metrical romances

of medieval England.

What d¡aws together this varied collection is the hand of the

scribe, The MS was written in "a single, ratJrer inelegalt, seventeenth-

century mixed hand' (Donatelli, nPercy Folio" 116), indicating that one

person was responsible for the transcription. The identity of the scribe
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intrigues schola¡s to this day, although very little is known about tÌìe

circumstances in which the work was compiled. Rogers draws her

evidence from content, arguing that the scribe was probably a man

because a woman would be less likely to include some of the "loose and

humorous" songs (61). The possibiJity of a female scribe cannot be

excluded for reasons of propriety alone, however, as tJ:e history of the

theatre in the seventeentl. century indicates. Katha¡ine M. Rogers

reports tåat a-fter the restoration of tJre monarchy in 1660 women began

to take their place in tåe rough and ready world of the theatre as actors

and playwrights (vü). Given such public participation in a scanda_l-prone

art form, it seems entirely possible that a woman would feel free to

transcribe even the "loose' lyrics in a manuscript compiled for private

use. Percy said that Sir Humphrey pitt believed the scribe was Thomas

Blount, from whose librar5r the MS was purchased (HF 1: I_:ociv), Lrut

schola¡s have argued that a man of Blount,s erudition would not have

made the slips and outright errors appârent in the ma¡ruscript (Donatelli,

Deøth 2).

The Pepys Ballad Collection attests to a different med.ia format

than t.I e Folio MS. Pepys, and his predecessor Selden, followed very

different collection strategies from the percy Folio scribe. Rather than

transcribing copies of ballads, they preserved ballads printed on

broadsheets in thei¡ originar format. Lirniting their collection to broadside

ballads, Selden and Pepys eventually gathered 1,775 sheets of English
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printed ballads of the seventeenth century, including a few final

additions on the deatl of William III ln 7702 (Weinstein xvi). The fust

volume, from which t-I:e three ballads in this study are d¡awn, contains

ballads collected by Selden covering roughly the first half of tåe century.

Around 17O2, Pepys had the ballads mounted on sheets and bound into

five massive volumes, measuring approximately 35S by 340 m_rn; volume

1, which includes the ea¡lier baltads printed on heavier paper, with one

on vellum, is 100 mrn thick, and tJ:e other volumes are about 7O mrn

(Weinstein xvü). The ballads preserved in print in the pepys collection

and in manuscript in the Percy Folio provide us with an unparalleled

opportunity to study the variability of the text in its material form.

Textuality creates a visual freld, a space in which meaning is

constructed. For ballads, whether in manuscript or print, the visual freld

is t}re page and all the elements that comprise it - ink, type or script,

illustrations, rules a¡d margins. These elements are very differently

deployed in manuscript and print. A broadside ballad is a single sheet of

paper, usually printed on one side. The sheet is large - for example, "A

Lamentable Ballad of the Ladies Fall" measures 27O mrn high and 293

mrn wide (Weinstein 7712 - closer in modern eyes to poster size than book

sÞe. As a stand-alone text, the broadside ballad can be taken in with a

single glance, unlike a book, whose contents remain hidden until it is

z Weinstein notes that the ballads were often partly torn or were cropped to fit
on a page when Pepys had them bound, and the measurements she gives are of
the ballad in its current state (xvüi, )oxi-:çxü).
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opened. The printed page begins rvith an enclosure, a frame of white

space marked by the absence of ink. In the handpresses of the time,

margins were necessarJ¡; tJ:e type page, comprised of both type and

illustrations, was held in place on all four sides in the chase by non-

printing strips and wedges of wood (Gaskell 78-80). The margins created

a type page whose corners were, of necessity, squared off. Within this

marginal enclosure, black-letter broadside ballads adhere to a common

style of layout that changed only slightly throughout tJ:e seventeenth

century, a conventional format that belies tJe often uffuly subject

matter, which ran from adultery through incest and treachery to

violence. The ballad sheet is partitioned into three sections - beginning,

middle and end - each of which seryes a different function, In broadside

ballads, the format that emerged is comprised of the following: the

beginning includes a title, tune di¡ection and woodcuts, the middle

contains the ballad set in columns of black-letter type with a dash of

roman, and the end concludes tlìe text and identjfies the bookseller, and,

less frequently, ttre author and printer (Weinstein xvüi-xeix, :oriv-:o<v, xli).

In contrast to the broadside ballad, which is a discrete text, the

ballad in the Folio MS is part of a larger corpus of work. The visual field

emphasLes this larger whole: rather than one ballad per page, a new

ballad begins at tJle end of the previous text, usually part way down a

page, and, after continuing for two or ttlree pages, ends when a new work

begins, The manuscript is a generous size, with the pages measuring
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approximately 39O mm long and 14O mm wide, after percy had it

trimmed and bound (Rogers 41). Unlike the broadsheet, a rectangie that

must fit snugly in a printer's forme, the page of the Folio MS was entirely

available to tJ:e scribe, who was free to decide how to deploy the text.

Such freedom often dema¡rds an organizing principle, and this scribe

chose a strong, ruled, vertical line on which to hang the text. The line

defines a page with a wide left margin, taking nearly one-quarter of tJ:e

page, and narrow margins on the top, bottom and right side. This spatial

layout creates two distinct colurnns, one dominated by white space, tJre

ottrer by dense black script. Rather than creatìng an enclosure as the

margins of the broadside do, these margins cannot contain the text. The

scribe crosses the line most d¡amatically by outdenting the first word of

the ballads. In "Buckingam betrayd," the fi¡st word, "you," is written in

the margin as large as the title. Although their page layouts a.re very

different, the manuscript ballad, like its broadside cousin, is partitioned

in three, with a beginning, middte and end, but the functions of the

ttìree parts are much more li¡nited in the manuscript.

Ba¡thes reminds us that the beginning of a text is "an extremely sensitive

point - wLære to begin? The said must be torn from the not-said, whence

a whole rhetoric of beginning marker! ("Struggle" 129, italics in originaf).

Broadside ballads begin with three elements: the title, a tune di¡ection

and woodcut illustrations. The function of this fi¡st section is to draw
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attention to the ballad; as a commodit5r for sale, the broadside ballad had

to attract tJ:e eye of the passerby, lite¡ate or not. The mix of media in this

first section, title, tune arrd woodcut, encourages the onlooker to read the

ballad, scan the woodcut, listen to the singer, sing along, and finally pick

the ballad up and pay for it. The title is first among t}re beginning

ma¡kers. Titles were sometimes brief in the early ballads, such as "The

New Broomeo (Day 1: 4O), but tJ:ey soon expanded into metatexts,

describing the properties of the ballad (Würzbach 8O-90). ,The broken

Contract; or, The Peq'ured Maiden. Being A Relation of a young Maid in

Kent, who had promised to MarrJ¡ a young Merchant, went afterwa_rds to

Marry a lfuight, a¡d was struck Dumb as the Minister was Marr5ring of

he/ (Day 5: 329) is an exarnple ofa title that introduces the characters,

sets the tone and highlights the d¡amatic events of the nârrative. The

prominent position of the title, centred over tJ e frst two columls, as well

as the wealth of information it provides, makes it an eflective portal into

the ballad. The play of t¡4pefaces clearly distinguishes the title from tJ:e

rest of the ballad. ln the Pepys ballads, the title is set in roman þ4pe in a

much larger size than the gothic E4pe of the body text. In our examples,

the long title of "A most sorrowfull Song , , . of Banister, is set

approximately 5O percent larger than the body text and "Leanders loue to

loyall Hero'is set twice as large (see Figures 1 and 2). Although tJ e

broadsides are known as black-letter ballads for the gothic type that

predominates, roman and ifnliç f¡¡pe are deployed to distinguish certain
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¡þ¡¡ô Þ. r¡f þclft.s¡ b¡¡ !ù¡å¡ç,

Eùr¡ I fol lÂE oqr ?¡¡rd ¡û Þ¡tr,
r4t èiDbitD G!¡li I !!r t.l¡t!.

t.t (þut rp fo¡rDb! Èrúr¡ù, (ft!ù
¡¡! (6a¡ fr!r¡ !¿¡u,! lù ft!c!¡!¡oË

tr t. Bgf!ülr frrD, D.rbL grbtq,
.fdl Þl f.rrob!!ft it !¡i¡f..

a.¡f,, f.!(r !I tc¡ fþtl¡E h!rü,
l,¡0 tou t¡p tdryofr Dt, p¡ru!!¡,

l al! !¡ ¡!l,ffótrolD lp¡ra,
&¡ !!u t rrt¡.Í.yþur þlfrll(a¡r,

lÞ!u¡,to,,rr¡ ltrd¡ ì.ll blloþg
l! E¡,|öq$ô¡l tlo D6 Er Þ)ùig

E þl¡ r¡¡ a I ¡( | l¡!¡a¡ì trtr!¡r ¡f D t,
bþ¡ ¡¡|¡ Þ¡r I þ¡¡¡r olfr ¡c ¡ÁDå

ÌS?HH
Ês.l€3ffi
ffi6tffi

. of Banister, " cols. I
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¡lr¡t lt'¡t alr Ètt tllhrr.t.ôhø?.
?rt tll ttôu.¡¡f. ûitl t ¡.tû-

tôÞ rE !ú I rrlJ€ r. *.-

t blqtl.!¡ltlot¡ld.lg.. . ,

Etl¡l fdr t llg rÊtttr, fr ¡fls¡,
¡{tû.r!ù.r r¡lf¡ lrt Þ.r. b ..¡!'

li'l, S.¡ tù.o Þ,4.û, rù!¡ bd¡ i¡¡g.l
' + r.¡rqtdl þ¡r þ¡tb'¡. !1r0 ¡où9..

El,É liÞ llr.l, Ri.h$,|þt.
Ê.r þ fta ¡dà ¡ lràb6 gl¡9.,

i¡l t ararbe,F¡r.. t¡! fôultD ssl
l¡t.ú¡'l¡f¡ltl¡¡.?E,:.

fù¡¡l t.¡ rl¡ f6! ¡!d Útllùf!,rgiug
fo.I l¡û t¡.k l&.' tùat lo tslEot'

lãllt ! I 3riL d!.' ¡tú btll nbû&|
f.b, ¡. t t! ll.a S.t f.lD lòr Þ¡l¡.

ñ!, ôcl fElû frl¡!¡rf¡lrt rdi.s¡
.å!t bl.¡ t artl,úr!, b!!l¡Dr gi¡. ¡
tr¡ ø¡¡ ¡ rt ¡ d¡g! ¿ ¡tD lt¡!,

¡! Þü¡,r ll¡lt ¡!ö t¡ t{s.Lr rE¡.

¡tt d!t! (!ra tbrlrr! hlt¿?)
ì¡ ü.¡t H¡¡!¡f. & ¡ t¡,ãr,

_El¡¡û .*! ¡{¡ bt f¡t lÐ rÍÊù,
¡t !ft!¡¡1 i! r ¡atrþ b.r è¡b¡t

&,

t ... ì..,3, rT. (rr. f HÈ tdl Ht.l' liår n? ?tr'd{'ôr, ttr F tü fr¡L
:ràt Ð!¡Þ.b r. rc¡f.Ì hhg,

rüd f!.t ¡rir¡a.¡?!i f ¡ú
thñl.araFrtBtl rbËrh,
3å-r. È.!O{bÞ. {i ibi

t.r ¡ûúitJì.! r.rdlñ fð(
t irit.o.arfrtr f ìa¡ ..-

lÉ,tdrtbÞ! 6s! !.ìi
lc,

l.à b r8l¡tl ñot f¡fæ !È.' .¡¡Þ{gù tÞú f..r E!

Ël.rs.í ¡: à!r lÛ b¡ l€ !¡rù,
t !f, brii¡lt¡ le¡ tlt ùa.È|

€¡.¡ r!. ¡.ü¡g h g'¡. ü& h¿ù
rùltlc¡ r¡l' Þrsc.r, Þt.q -

ftÈ¡r rrt!¡û.t bñ* l{ah,
¡r¡ ar¡ atra tor. ta È¡ alf Fur,

Erlqt ! fcclt d.ùtr r! ¡dtt¿ ftr.' q Lot¡trrr Þ¿4t¡¡qùt ¡n i!û¡r,
lFl¡¡t¡llnl b¡t¡ ¡ç¡¡¡ ¡6i(rrr H .Êù ø!!¡ rt 4i¡ ¡.úrl!,
X¡.tdrt p9{rq¡ èrt.t lrlt t¡art ¡flL

F, ¡¡t¡.Ð l.¡ï bfrl lqr(ob r¡l
<ar.út tûilrd, &æf¡Éa
b¡6 f ûdù¡{r;bfl xi¡jer¡.t-ú't4ûft¡.¡ftd't . -

.!¡ÈF ¡¡¡¡ ¡¡ a¡6t1*

.E¡É rrr!¡l bÐ tlf ll¿l E¡tr!¡d
I ta uÐ¡ç DÞL¡rt¡. (ài¡

tù! l¡¡E blt É Sr¡ h út fE¡/Itü¡.Ðt¡.{¡JE¡.
f¡-¡iË¡tt¡kfr¡f¡?b..,
f.È- alt 

-nL¡ 
¡{a Êrrg¡..

$¡ l¡lr O?f.td¡r f. æ¡ -

lc¡ ¡¡ ¡ht¡S!d &rürl,

i triÉ¿ äx F, Cd¡lÊs. F¡N lg .:,i -àÉâ

Figure 1b: uA most sorroç{ull Song . . . ofBanister," cols. 3 and 4 (Day 1: 65).
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types of information, such as titles, proper names, editorial comnents

and publishers' imprints (Weinstein xix). Many ballads display a dual

structure, with a second title, centred over the thi¡d and fourth columns,

such as'The second part of Leanders loue to Loyall Hero:/ To the same

tune" or, more tersely, "The second part. To the same T\rne." found on

"Song of Banister." In the latter ballad, the divided stflrcture is carried

through to the content, with the second part introducing the story of

Jane Shore, and integrating it into tJre main story.

The tune di¡ection is the second element at the beginning section

of broadside ballads, placed immediately beneath ttre title and usually

given without musical notation. The page did not contain elaborate

instructions for singing the ballad, merely the title of ttre tune. Albert B.

Friedman argues tl:at ít was only in the 169Os that there was "readable

musica-l notation furnished with songs sold in this fashion, (Reuiual4Bl.

Claude M. Simpson, in tris monumental work, TlÊ Brítish Broadside

Bollød and lts Musiq traces the relation betq¡een the ballads and the

tunes for which he believes they were designed, obserrring tJrat "one

explanation for the popularity of the broadside is that it was written to

music already familia-C' (xi). He contends that the tune "Come live with

me arrd be my love'used in "A most sorrowfull Song, . . of Banister, was

co¡runon to several other ballads, including ttre very popular "The woful

Lamentation of Mistris Jane Shore." The latter ballad was so popular

that t}te tune came to be called'Shore's Wife" (Simpson121).
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ßÐisqÆÐ€ Ðææ9,ÆÐ\sÐÆÐqsø
Leanders louc ro loya[ H.ro. -

Torhctrncolshrcklcy hrv.'

,T.Eoh¡l,g6 Loua!s o¡r(? ¡baE brl-

"frütlf#il.#fii,"fifr t fl
5Þt3ul no0 f¡ir!,urù ú!r¡l cru¡ r

bþlct 3¡rf!¡ ¡þ¡t t0! ic! Di¡ rnfoe ¡ û la,
æ¡!rfr oollt ! !o! nllltro b¡írr,

¡rDtrlriq Er¡! L0¡!t !tligir,h¡!,

L.¡¡d.¡ b¡, tUr !!ur g-m¡nl ¡rñe¡
dgt¡.Robl! bt È.ffc¡lr

gnt H.¡o.0lr t!bof.ba!qtb ¡!ra,
tl¡gbr gir! grsâi Ioùc (ont!nt.

Þ,¡! Äbidot kÞltl9 cot¡rlr- 
¡È! 6?¡¡S<fle¡ l¡u¡Þ rr fÞo¡!,f¡ l¡'

fl Brongr!¡¡tl¡ Þ¡rl lb.f! tÞtinat
bbirù ¡!ue! rþ.n o[t poo¡. foIl!l ronFl¡i¡!' ft l¡.

€u!ÉHcllcfpoo¡,bbofr CEr¡!¡f 0n¡r¡!t'
¡richgbming3e fuif. D¡¡ gllùc,

glcs¡fiDBrqrr tl,¡ þo hc¡nt,
f!fr¡tW¡llF¡n ¡!l.iù,.

gn¡nrr!,bbt(b !lù ¿ug¡¡mt lbl{! bor,
¡llrrp¡rßtt Et¡r. r¡(b otb!!l log l¡ l¡r

Êo rÞr! ro å¡ip bu¡0 bxn tônulp,
!n¡. t!!lhlt u!!r.¡s þi. Hcro la¡, fl lr'

îtl!, Ë¡t D¡rlt É.t Di! r¡l¡P'
rtt tlsilr.f 4!i! ¡rl¡¡tì'

fo¡ !r !f3to !it Hso (mr,
r¡oôrù9!g¡!i! f!E?¡i!þt.

qBùQ!fe¡ to.nr¡rrrg! lin,
3Þ¡.Eg! Hcllofpont m¡, üolÈ !o tÞi¡! f¡ h,

3! lrr goE,rlo¡ ¡f,¡l¡Dr Di! Þh!a'
bþrr.bP l? r¡rgll brlcl¡ þtr kr, f.la

¡n¡ !f lbil L¡¡n¡l tooqlD Hcro û¡,
drltl¡!¡rrg fo¡ b.¡ lo¡6

GÞ¡t r¡r r.!¡ùb¡l$t !!LGadcr,
banf D n!! oFan0¡tD¡o¡!.

¡! lr¡¡o qo¡tt qr, lill!!Dot¡ fbh!
¡nr rÞ¡! 3 üàu.b.llbllronl.D !iñ' f¡ k i

g¡D tb¿n !uarr!Ea !nÈ ¡,¡ ! ¡¡1¡iltlr
r!¡¡ ûc nr!¡ru?l got !l¡í ¡g¡l!a' f¡ l!.

La¡f tim! È.Ê Loqtrl lio .oñplùln., .ülnb loi0¡our &li!l.t ü¡0.¡ ¡0'
ati Errr of.tr i¡ !t tr¡. bÞ.t bi¡o It r¡D ¿[l.k ltt t¡ g. ¡

Jto! h¡,bi¡g ù.t t l) !! fligb ! otrl ¡tllr, g.rtoqlD I I ¡ol ¡¡a lqlfull !.¡ll' !

Ë!ñ|ngr¡.t¡r! (qur!!. lfrlrl¡¡.qrgPo!l!¡llb¡gt r -Gt¡¡ttr!ìr brra DÀ!(rD ÞÌtb rouqù ff¡1, Gboü¡ú bh!!l úÙ Þ¡lltt lrgt¡ ¡q
i¡ Ë¿¡¡riroul¡ i o¡¡c ! ¡ m¡ ¡ !p 9rrft, l¡ llr io gbtp ¡c¡c ¡an¡ür! lo¡ lo ¡0!, r¡ u )

t t¡¡ ¿tr ¡r ¡t¡r.ù ¡o gEim L.¡ndcr b, El¡ got f¡t þlt l,o! ?'- 
3¡ Htro, b¡o Þrll ÞllroHrù üir¡t, fr h. tit ül¡¡U Í¡!!Út i¡ .fl¡olrr ao P¡ôt¡6 f. L,

îg#ÆsÆ&#*ffi#Ð#&ff*æ,6Ð

Figure 2a: "Lea¡ders loue to loyall Hero,o cols. I a-rld 2 (Day l: 344)
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'.-!ml.!!t. inro Hcllolpc¡i' ¡tÍroürlô¡ to golr
tnoÉrpl¡r!olÞir D.ligll
4s! h ¡f!ctrù f¡.

' : úr bi!!.t r¡! BÂ-¡?l ! i! lús bÍttl$ù,
fo ö$ú ! ro¡l¡ Gr¡b! ¡¡ ¡&rD, f¡ h I -

'¿¡ þit hqcr L¡¡¡! b!tiÀg óou?,
f¡ irr Hc¡o l¡lpq!!¡ ii gr¡t s !t, h L.

å ?r rll ir !¡i¡¡? L.¿!d 11 fhôlal
till ltEì¿t (oul¡ Do!uc qo¡rr

.¡¡!¡¡.0ô! ù.!¡iulcf litc,
b¡r.¡0 !!D¡ tþr fùo¡a¡

Ot laort! LrDp? û¡lt0¡¡r¡ lB
L.¡ndrrlr!.ltlI{ b¡! !o!ôaqf¡t¡,

Glbrrb lr.¡¡rg go¡rr å.lhaþ!! gr!¡¡ù,
b(r¿uf. rþr(lr !.¡rlú[r ¡r¡ lbo ûrlD¡ ft I¡ |

Itr¡brs Hcro fu in tb¡ltfron gr.¡r,
!¡D (¡l¡ l.rL!B!¿b¡lEñ.1

Þ.r f?rLr tll brnuñn(!bi¡ra
å[D0t l¡h¿ tor 0oot.

Ðþ f¡!Ì¡ !.r €¡.t rb!nþ!¡¡l.t lllo¡t !1..!a,
!¡,(..ù?ù ñm¡À ùr.Llnlllr.!a, t¡ ¡t,

Þ.1.f¡ging rb¡rrb¡¿nÁrt f loo0,
þ¡¡ D¡d¡I. L.¡ndcr3 L.oEtUbl¡où, ft t!.

tbru lo lt!loF !fhigtrt Gobr,
fra!! H<.o,Dr!.faa!ùl

¿. f.. t,rb!llnù.¡ ¡iù b¡rþ t!. br¡?r,
lo¡ n¡rt0t rfb rp ao¡r! a[ù ¡

¡ûDoE r!? 6¡nDrr b. Diù.lpi.
¡¡¡la¡ !clt Ltualaflclia,fr k !

h¡b.!hg Ío¡.!!ôq¡, 6a tn.to,
ùll¡L.¡odr¡ blroDltflrtq¡rri þ.

t!lrsûBt! !a¡!. þ(r gcl!8!ùtr¡a,
r¡¡ b brr g¡i.ft ltsr útD,

l.Gqrft! Bi!ar tþrtôï tf ¡l
r f¡r to ?u¡¡t 9r¡r!,ginc llcll.! f.i!.,h rür, brt r¡0!!i,
!¡BiD HcllofpoEr ttrï .!¡r feqù,f¡l¡ tg¡¡ !obtû Ítr bÞ¡! r0!¡ alrg Doa,

tÞo¡ þ¡0 nr¡Dt nr r mo¡!i!i la!.

!!¡ sbougù tüo¡ Di¡l tlkrl Etg Lor,j
å¡D sooh! þitrlfo¡ (bh! obnr !

(Iü.1Þ.b¡ron¡p H..o.r !rt!,,
l!¡.r[oo¡r¡ í3 ø¡lbr ln.bDa.

Eþ(¡ froq É! tobc¡ toir! HGrof!ll,
bþofrbollBll Drü! 3 fìqþ r! r.U,l¡fri

goD ¡¡ bír loD! ¡þtrrùi¡!r.,
!þ¡!l,u!ù !r!ûcinr!ßlf f!¡¡,

Gþu ¿iùr¡ rÞap lot!t¡f!¡¡! lsr?j
i!Þ¡¡mtof rtti!|oqdg¡s,r., ¡

6i¡la büof! bn¡iÍrrl(! f ¡Il¡!lll
!o fuaütr!aloo, a!Þ!rr!ti

tntiU Ro¡. Contt¡n! b¡! ¡¡if.,
tt.ir !¡ñ.r 3 bill tEmo¡!¡lttr,l¡k.

qnD þrr¡c¡. f.nù f¡rû ¡.l¡¡r¡rq¡ f.inür,
.rf¡¡rHqll!!¡l!r,ù¡tû.llúr r¡Dt¡hL,

F INIS. f ,¡hr'liã ¿Ltf,

Inrpriar<d rr London for l. rrí

ÆÐ#ÐæÐtrrÆF
'gi:tîggtEÈG#€É

Figure 2b: "læanders loue to loyall Hero," cols. 3 and 4 (Day l:345).
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"Leanders ioue to loyall Hero" was sung to "Shakley Hay," which may

have originated as a da-nce tune; this tune was sung to l:aJÍ a dozen

ballads (Simps on 647,648). No broadside otåer tha¡ "A Lamentable

Ballad of the Ladies Fall' states the tune direction "In Pescod Time," but

several ballads were sung to a tune entitled "the Lady's Fall" (Simpson

369). The tune direction was usually int¡oduced wíth a descriptive

adjective, such as "pleasant," to entice the listener even when this

description added a gruesome note, as in nDeatås Dance. To be sung to a

pleasant new tune, called; Oh no, no, no, not yet, or the meddow brow"

(Day 1: 56-57).

The thi¡d element found at the beginning of a broadside ballad is

also the most visually dominant on a busy page - tJre illustrations, or

woodcuts. By the early seventeenth century, most ballads were

illustrated, arrd the importance of the cuts is indicated by the proporlion

of space ttrey take in relation to the text block. "A Lamentable Ballad of

the Ladies Fall" gives the largest proportion of space to woodcuts, well

over one-thi¡d of the t¡rpe page (see Figure 3). "Leanders loue to loya_ll

Hero" gives just under one-third of the page to illustrations and "A most

sorrowfull Song . . . of Banister' one-frfth.e Giving such prominence to

illustrations belies the idea that the domina¡ce of the alphabet quickly

followed the advent of print. Though it has been said tl:at images have

become more prominent in our day, here at t.lre very dawn of print

3 A 
"r]culatio.r" 

a¡e the autho¡'s.
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culture tlìe image is given a significarrt proportion of space. The

wood.cuts were seldom made for the ballad they illustrate but were taken

from a supply of stock figures, used arrd reused wherever possible.

Positioned at the top of the text columns, illustrations provide a

transition between the horizontal title and the strong verticality of the

bailad stanzas. Although the íllustrations run across the top of the

colurnns, and can be read from left to right, they do not demand a linea¡

reading, but rather allow the eye to roam at will, scanning rather than

reading. With their strong visua-l appeal, woodcuts call particular

attention to the bibliographic codes.

Unlike the broadside, which begins with fanfare, in t}te Folio MS

tåe beginning marker of a ne\¡/ ballad is a horizontal line d¡awn directly

under the last line of the previous text, marking the end of that work and

the beginning of a new one. The horizontal line runs perpendicular to the

scribe's vertical rule which descends like a plumb line down the page,

defìning a single long, narrow, ruled column of text, The title is framed by

a pair of horizontal rules, running at right angles to tJ:e central vertical

rule, effectively breaking up the page. Unlike the long and evocative title

of a broadside, tJ:e MS title is shortened to provide the minirnum

information required in the fewest possible words, witJ: colons separating

the main words: "Buckingam betrayd: by Banister,; "Hero: &: Leander:";

and 'Ladyes: ffall." Colons were commonly used from the fourteenth

century on to indicate either a full stop or a shorter pause (Petti 26).
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1049.
rå. Lãmenãble B*fi,í-oÉ,r'ì

I¡¡r ir, lR Pefcod lintc,
Ij;dii¡ Frll.

R /fAr¡ brllûlp Dr!ü¡ ùokfd f¡lrr Et!tittt,B¡b.fp¡inE,ínElf t.or.ülYl !ôu l'opÂl È.o¡(rr.ll, foltrr tþr J.tüerrtoi(¿,¡!¡tt¡lul!ù.rrl!p.Þrüftf ¡!!titnotbt¡¡ó!ûqrù.r!'ù,
. gsllâlt Lrùt.t l.U: ttù !l ¡rôò, ¡!ô Etn (boi.c:

t.ngb¡t ûr 86.¡,.!r É. bs, b!oì C6Et,;root¡,tplot¡lgrrfo¡ntþ!tct,
.o l.rù ¡ brÈtù lll., !nÈ b¡ò ñ.tut ofb'!nù. -

for-fo[p b¡¡ugÉr ¡.! o!¡ltl¡ûtì O tltb¿ rÛ not i¡r totrcrt;t¡H,

'rto¡? 
6r b¡r c Elf., {ngr¡rfrlbsp.rtoúÂt¡ò. '

fo foon ¡lât ú.e6¡! .ônf.Ît. tEÞi¡t on tÞp fo¡ncr llotr¡if! ql¡ù.,
r¡ plttD rllro tft dl¡, ttÞ ¡ob! inò o!(!rìa(b o;?-

Í.hùs¡ Þr p¡oi.!.! rû ü, rn¡r, xcirìo¡r¡ tir¡ rüit turii ici¡¡3!t tôtruot rú ¡.t f¡u¡ to E, tþ.d E¡¡,ût¡, Ìl!¡n :
ÞÞt f.k ó?! toùp ¡tr.t.ùqutî{ C{Et.e !¡. to foû¿ f.;r!r ¡l!..-

Fftb¡{g¡r ¡ú b.FDp¡lr, !nù ;rrrÞ n, blrö fDrrd- -

tDtr f¡tr r.ù.¡óÉt ¡u(¡rù !¡lo¡¡! bHt.¡ 6, bitù tt; n¡!iri. àù ¡in Iif.-
trror.osrÉ ù.s.n 3¡ fs¡¡ ;.-i;irüir û;;; ;;0.Ê;'."--

ß'.tbor bftô !r¡o! ¡ fo¡róblul ûgt, gtq6 rp ò!¡rrc Aotr;quolù Þ!,a¡t,þrsoíout(Etfùtn$lh¡ ûDûi.rt.ûloron!¡rtü,
Estti grl.öou, b.¡ftpr!¡rlbl &r Í.tf EÉirü tDanc¡ir i ¡onlcpibåü,n¡¡
_ _t 

r_ü. .rn.rtb'ù-Hg C¡f tù : tiitÈoqiätu¡¡inþtriù¿ '- '-
¡DiÉ.Pl tr ÍromÉ.r f¡_rÉr!r ûglr¡ Eùs rtii;ii rt¡i¡,;or ¡igú ocg¡*.
. .r.310t. ô¡ ßlofr rhigF. br, lit 3 of¡¡¡ii cû¡rr, 

-
ltl fo Dùr on b,tr f¡lårñ gôbn, ¡u¡Oír¡iiiìiogittú¿fo¡r¡¡or¡. mlgåi &r tllrl üg(..: - odiofttJ,t6tùrr,g!tt.' 

-

ElroÉrr Loú?!-f.3!.tlF Þ'.Áù notttU[t.t[to frbc gl! f¡n.;
O¡Dl¡ brr f.lf trb¡ùF, .noifr!0!talìrnb(,

g¡Ù hilåtngþlrôUn D.iùkl!!ù; úÞ!(.If bittlt!pbrrLEå¡tb.Þbo¡òr,
aH? bo¡ùt l t{rri blù1.!: ' 

¡¡D tt¡? tl¡! ùarn on nr :
lrFôlD f¡lb ôr. c $ûtlìt ùUrrfl, Þo û¡ll 3 f(âpr Þiftonour qoit.,

lrl¡ htr, ö¡oußil ro rDè ù¡b, if fo S tbnûló b! tain,
lrþ¡ò I go blrb cDllÙ bP rbr., El ùrt toul¡ lbr? frrìbut tÙlt t!!r loûl

lt¡l!.!.t¡rrroÍÞoti¡¡ot!, Dlùbo:l¡È!ùirr$!n,.

Figure 3a: "A Lamentable Ballad of tÏe Ladies Fall," cols. I and 2 (Day 1: 51O)
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lI JFùnol f.rr rn¡fudltrûÊEm,
lI npf.l( tDitl fo t.Utr,
fÞ3¿l btû g! rb¡r btt b!..

u¡úam ofmolt¡l rf¡l:
Dff¡uffrù lll? fomr p¡[trFrg.,

l'1. mrrt ¡þra fntb! ùar¡,gnù¡[ dûü t'¡! (om. to f!..,
ür.ù ô! m! trtþrrrlDlrt.

9nù úÞ.¡t, quct! !r,l'1. nt.rú rr lob!;.lfõoÞ!.Ila¡rnrlrfr,
lnD tûllùr¿.nont! bi¡úour ail frfL

lb¡ll@åh! 3!r. m¿ bÍr !
ftm bf¡!!fbrrl 6¡rù lounß tlß.

tþrr prrt!ù p¡¿(. nt tf,
.g[ù tlllrlE D!rtlns h¡l¡16t.!rC,

tooùl¡lt.clolþc!1.¿!.
9t l.ngt! t!. bf É!ù ù¡¿ brl mn!,

b¡.ró¿ f!Ís lo!?l! æqf¡,gltübul¿.p!d, rnù ftrngr !ttfí,
tol þtr lrru lo!.r oalù ¡

Smln!þ¿rfonû? rtp!'!,
roûu rl¡fng o1l l¡r pl¡h,

þ!.i!!ug!t lt þ!l Drr obn aru! lo!!;
úut dþrr ¡oirt b!r! !6f¡L

fþm ùf¡ 6! bllprn¡ fo¡r û!brfl,
þ.r noôun!!Dp¿û.t!,
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Figure 3b: "A l,amentâble Ba-llad of the Iadies Fall,'cois. 3 a¡d 4 (Day 1: 511).
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In these ballads they seem to be used more for decorative effect,

balancing tl¡e two cha¡acters mentioned or, in the case of the last-

mentioned ballad, separating tlre two words. The title is w¡itten in a

large, cursive script, inscribed more carefully than the main text, with

small flourishes such as exaggerated descenders and a dash, but its

function is less to d¡aw attention to a parlicular ballad than to provide a

point of reference for the reader leafing ttrrough the text. In the

manuscript ballad, Barthes, concept of the "unsaid" includes much that

is "said" in the broadside: tJre music, the descriptive title and the

illustrations. Most significant is the lack of any indication of tune; the

manuscript ballad is not a work to be heard or sung; rather it is to be

preserved for private reading and consultation - an object in an archive,

removed from the noise and life of tJ:e marketplace. Unlike the broadside

ballad, which maintains a link with its orígins in oral song arÌd. narrative,

the manuscript ballad preserves a sequence of words, bereft of ttre music

that brought tJ:e words to life.

Once the text has been launched, both print and script ballads deploy a

transitional ma¡ker: in the broadside, ttre initial capital letter of the first,

a¡d often the third, column is dropped arrd set in roman tSrpe in a size

larger than that of t}re text; whereas in t-I:e manuscript ballad ttre first

word is set in the same large cursive script as the title and outdented in

t}te left margin past the vertical border. All the ballads under study
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exhibit the use of the dropped initial capital (broadsides) or the

outdented first word (manuscript). In "A Lamentable Ballad of t.I e Ladies

Fall," for example, a dropped initial capital letter begins tl e first word of

the fi¡st and third columns, "Ma¡k well my heavy doleful Tale" and "And

not fear any further ha¡m." The capitals are roughly twice the size of the

body type, Iarger even than the title, and their visual weight draws the

eye from the woodcuts to the text. In the Folio MS version, "Ladyes: fÏall,"

the first word, "Mar13 is simila¡ in size and style to the title of the ballad

(see Figure 4). The word is outdented, with the frral letter, þ crossing the

vertical rule and leading the eye directly to the fi¡st line of the ballad. In

both cases, these design elements provide not only a link between title

and text but also a point of trarrsition, encouraging entry into the ballad

itself. The use of a decorated initial letter dates back to the work of

medieval scribes, who used a large, coloured initial, sometimes

containing a miniature painting, to create a focal point and move the eye

of the reader into tJ e text. Early printers continued tJris practice,

occasionally hand-painting the initials, and even today the use of

dropped or raised capitals is common in newspapers and magazines. The

use of a dropped capital in cheap print added a slight flourish to the text,

while creating a little more work for ttre t54pesetter, who would have to

adjust space a¡ound this outsize letter while setting the first two lines on

his composing stick. Perhaps it is a measure of the inter¡ningling of
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script and print that the printed ballads copy t}le style of initial used by

scribes, while the transcribed ballads use an outdented word.

Most of the ballads in the pepys collection are set predominantly

in black-letter or gothic type. Originalty developed to mi¡nic the

handwriting of scribal marruscripts (Gaskell 17), gothic type was being

phased out for most printed works in the seventeenth century, but it
continued to be the standard type for ballads until the beginning of the

eighteenth century. Because black letter was coÍlmon in certain t¡pes of

texts, such as bibles, prayer books, psalm books, statutes, royal

proclamations, primers and other sa¡rctioned texts, it was familiar to

seventeenth-century readers. As a type that was both accessible and

authoritative, its deployment lent weight and seriousness to the ballad

genre. Although black letter predominates in the early ballads, a

combination of black a¡rd white letter is found in every printed ballad,

with the single exception of the Luther ballad (Weinstein xix). The body of

t}te text is normally set in black letter, as it is in all three ballads studied

here, giving the t54:e a dense, compact look. The letters a¡e na¡ro¡¡r and.

tall for their width, set tightly with no letter spacing, and even the round

letters, such as a and o, afe cut at an acute aagle that emphasizes the

verticality of the tJæe columns. Rather than the serifs of roman þ4re,

gothic letters have diagonal couplings and footings, giving the text a

sharpr, narrow, angular appearance. Roman t54re is used to distinguish

different þryes of irrformation in the body of the text, as well as the titte.
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In "Iæa¡rders loue to loyall Hero," proper names, such as Leander, Hero

and Hellespont are printed in roman type. The change in font makes the

names stand out clearly, and appears to give equat weight to the two

lovers and tfie river that caused their deaths. Like gothic or black-letter

tJæe, roman (and its cursive version italic) was derived from a formal

book hand (Gaskell 2O). Identifred more with humanist writing tharr with

religious or official works, roman type is wider, less angular, more open,

and easier to read. Although on first sight these ballads appear to be in

black letter, closer e¡<amination reveals a pattern of distinguishing types

of information and structural elements with tfie use of roman and italic.

The Percy Folio ballads also, at first glance, demonstrate strong

verticality, with a single column of text beginning off-centre, flush to a

left-hand line so straight that it appears to be ruled. This marginal rule

provides a stfuctural spine for the text, a starting point for each line. The

script's appearance of stability is betrayed by the scribe,s ca¡eless

sprawl. Furnivall notes changes in the formation of the letters c and x in

the last part of the manuscript (HF I: xüi). Rogers notes that "the shape

of certain secretar5r forms - a, b, o, p and, g - is relatively stable and that

of certain others - d, 
", 

f, g, þ r, s, and ú, - remarkably unstable," with

the secretar¡r h alternating indiscriminately "with italic h in combination

with italic f, frequently in the same line" (a3). Contractions are cotrunon,

Uú for that, thê for they, ¿uh for which, pkd for parted, all of which appear

in stanzas 3 and 4 of uHero: &: Leander" alone. punctuation is lighter
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than in the broadside; an eight-line stanza will have one or two

punctuation ma¡ks whereas nearly every line of tJ:e broadside ends in a

conuna, colon or period. The size of the script often varies, beginning

small, "as if the scribe were concentrating better at the beginning of a

piece and afterwards let his had resume its normal sprawl" (Rogers 44).

"Ladyes: ffall" is a good example, with the first two lines smaller and

written more carefully ttrarr the following lines. The somewhat erratic

hand and uneven inking reveal changes in pressure, but there is

nowhere near as much variability as in the broadsides, where uneven

inking and show-through often impede legibility.

The closing strategies used by broadside a¡d manuscript ballads reflect

the fact that broadsides are public commodities, whereas ma¡uscripts,

though they may circulate among a small coterie of friends, are

essentially private documents. The closing segment of tåe broadside has

as many as three elements. First, there is usually a formal closing with

the word, "Finis," printed in capitals and centred beneatå the last stanza,

as in "A most sorrowfull Song . . . of Banister" and "Leanders loue to

loyall Hero," where it is also italicized. The use of "finis" may be a

carrJ¡over from the medieval manuscript, where it ma¡ked the end of a

text. Given the informal and ephemeral nature of broadsides, a formal

ending in Latin is surprising; it a-lso seems redundarrt, since the ballad

ends at the bottom of the sheet, and the broadside is a discrete object.
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Only in "A Lamentable Ballad of the Ladies Fall," where the thi¡d a¡d

fourth stanzas run to the bottom of the text page, is there no space for a

formal closure. When "Finis" is used, it ma¡ks the end of the ballad text

arrd provides a transition to the next two segments, the very rare

aut}lorial aclanowledgement a¡rd the ever-present bookseller's name.

"Leanders loue to loyall Hero" is tJle only ballad among the tåree studied

to mention a creator or autlror, coding hirn as a speaker or ballad singer

with the attribution, "Quottr William Meash., Unlike a phrase such as

"written b/ or "told by," the use of the afchaic "quotå, or "says," gives

the ballad the weight of authenticity, as if it had been caught in

performance. Although an author is named for one ballad, publishing

information is given for all tåree, indicating its central importance. The

publisher was not a printer, but usually a bookseller who had the right

to distribute the ballad (Watt 76). nA most sorrowfull Song . . . of

Baniste/ was "Printed for F, Coules," a bookseller locatedjust outside

the Old Bailey near Newgate. Watt lists him among the ballad partners;

he was active in publishing tuom L624 to 1663 and by 1640 published

some four dozen ballads tl¡at a¡e extant (2ZS). "A Lamentable Ballad of

the Ladies Fall" was "Printed for W. Thackeray, arrd T. passínger,"

printers who were active from 7664 on, making this the latest of our

three ballads. "læanders loue to loyall Hero" was "Imprinted at London

for I. W." Weinstein reveals that it was printed by W. \ühite for J. White

in 1614 (53). William was one of tl¡e oflicial ballad publishers and John,
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his son, took over from hirn in 1618 (Watt ZZl. Before the introduction of

copyright legislation n 1709, authors had few rights and usually sold

thei¡ ballads for a small one-time paJ¡ment. The printer had the exclusive

right to print any text he had lawfully acquired, a right he asserted and

jealously guarded.

The Percy Folio ballads end even more abruptly than the

broadsides, with one word, "ffinis" and a horizontal line marking the

beginning of a nerv text. Even this word can be shortened to "füns," as in

"Buckingam betrayd: by Banister, and "Ladyes: fTall," although in "Hero:

&: Leander" the scribe spells the word in full. A glance through the

manuscript indicates that this ending is common. It is interesting that

both broadside and manuscript ballads end so forrnally, with a clear

sense of closure. Unlike the broadside, however, tåe manuscript ballad

ackeowledges no mediation: no author is named, no source is given, and

the scribe remains anonytnous. As the ballad began, so it ends, with a

straight-edge horizontal rule across the page announcing the beginning

of tl:e next work.

What is gained and lost when a ballad ma¡rifests itself in one medium

ratåer tha¡ another? The broadside is an arlifact rich in significance,

showing traces of oral performance and ma¡ket appeal, but much of ttris

signifìcance is lost when it is transcribed. The illustrations and the tune

direction are the most obvious omissions; indeed the ballad loses its
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graphic and aural appeal. Even the broadside,s lirnitations, such as

cheap paper, broken t5rpe and hurried production d¡aw fortir an

innovative response from the tJæesetter and printer, a creativity that is

lost when the broadside is translated to script. The social and economic

context afe integral to the origina.l publication, but this context changes

drastically with transcription. Just like the old Coles bookstores, with

their bright fluorescent Iighting and clea¡ shelf markers, which were

designed to demysti-ff the activity of buying a book for people who would

never set foot in a store t¡at looked like the libra¡J¡ of a gentlemen,s club,

so too the broadside was designed to appeal to people in the midst of

thet daily activities who would not usually go out of their way to look for

something to read. Both were designed to buitd nevs mârkets for print.

On the otl¡er hand, the ba_llad in transcription gains an aura of presence

and authenticity that a printed artifact lacks. The scribe places the work

in a context of his own choice, uniting very difierent items in one textual

field a¡rd creating a work that did not exist before. The marruscript also

allows emendations and cornments by the original copyest and later

readers, providing a site for dialogue, a facility that is lost when an oral

or manuscript ballad is set in type. The chirographic text may appear to

be closer to orality, as it did to Bishop percy, but the misleading nature

of the aura of authenticity and presence is very evident in the case of a

ballad transcribed from a broadside, since such qualities would never to

ascribed to the original text.
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Chapter 4

Performativity in Broadside and Manuscript Ballads

Ballads grew out of a rich tradition of narrative song in a culture in

which oral and scribal values were deeply rooted, In a revisionist study of

ea¡ly modern texts, Unedíting the Renaissance,læa-h Marcus describes

tl:e culture of the time as "a milieu in which oral and written forms

jostled up against each other ând competed for tJre allegiance of

audiences," and she argues that the "literate and humane late-

Elizabethan theatre . . . was grafted onto, and stitl partty immersed in, an

earlier, predominately oral and popular theatrical culture, (15S). The

ballad was an integral part of this oral culture, performed a¡rd sold

wherever a crowd gathered, At public events, such as ma¡kets and fairs,

the competition for attention was frerce. Burke notes the terms used to

describe the variety of performers, some of whom could be found in any

large assemblage of people:

they included ballad-singers, bear-wards, buffoons,

charlatans, clowns, comedians, fencers, fools, hocus-pocus

men, jugglers, merqr-andrews, minstrels, mountebanks,

players, puppet-masters, quacks, rope-dancers, showrnen,

toottr-drawers and tumblers. . , . Many of the names
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overlapped because the functions overlapped; . . . A

"comediarr" was not confined to comic parts. A "player' . . .

might play instruments, play a part, play the fool, or all of

these. . . . A buffoon or clown might sing or improvise

verses, fence or dance on a rope, tumble or juggle with ba-lls

in the air. So might a minstrel. (94)

The ballad was a vrorthy contender in this clamorous crowd. Wúrzbach's

suggestion that, "in a sense, the text is the score for tÏe balladmonger's

activity as a showman" (41) reveals the interdependence of the printed

broadside and the oral performance. The seventeenth-century English

ballad cannot be traced along a linear progression through oral

composition and performance, manuscript copy and print transmission.

Rather, in this liminal period, oral communication, writing and print

existed in a symbiotic relationship as part of the cultural mix. Ballad

texts multiplied rhizomically, in various media at different times,

providing ample evidence of the interpenetration of djfferent media forms.

In the previous chapter, we examined broadside and manuscript

ballads as material artifacts, delineating their bibliographic codes. In this

chapter we will look at the performative aspect of the ballad text, viewing

it, ín McGann's terms, as a material nevent or set of events, a point in

time (or a moment in space) where certain communicative interchanges

are being practiced" (Textual Condition 211. He maintains that we "need

to do more than explain what our texts are saying (or what we.think they
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are saying); we need to understand uhat theg are doing in saging wLøt

theg sagl (Social Values vüi). Our understanding of what a text means

must be accompanied by an understanding of how it means, of how

meaning is performed through tJre text. Rather tha¡r envisioning t}re

concepts of representation and performance as polar opposites, we can

e:rplore the performativitSr of representation itself. When a text is read in

different media, this change affects its perforrnative parameters, and any

such change throws the different media forms of the same text into sharp

relief. Broadside ballads are conceived very differently from manuscript

versions of those ballads, especially since t}¡e ballad itself is a genre that

is so determined to be performative, in such details as its use of dialogue,

direct add¡ess and refrain. The ballad performs through oral, visual and

linguistic signi$ring codes; by analyzing how these codes operate in print

and script we can explore the performativity of texts in different media

formats.

The broadside ballad is first.and foremost a com¡nercial commodity and

thus it might be compared with present-day advertisements, which

combine language and visual ellects to reach a target audience. Given

these circumsta¡ces of its circulation, for the broadside to succeed it

must nenter the space of the receiver," because the receiver is needed to

complete the circuit of communication (Williamson 4 1). This entry, if

successful, results in the "receiver' buying the ballad. The broadside
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begins with the juxtaposition of text and tune, locating the text in a

multi-media nexus of performalce. Donatelli points out that, ,As a mixed

media object, the broadside involved the eyes, ears, voice, and hands, a

pattern of consumption which is recorded both in its visual format and

its explicit references to the handling, reading, and viewing of this print

object'("To Hear" 35O). The broadside ballad is steeped in oral

performance, which the ballad-seller uses for the purpose of drawing

attention to his wa¡es in a public venue. To a public unfamilia¡ with

litera¡r texts, the ballad singer provides a congenial way to approach the

printed word through song. The broadside is a street medium, at home in

the clamour of the marketplace. The long and evocative title typical of the

broadside, for example, "A most sorrowfull Song, setting forth the

miserable end. of Banister, who betraied the Duke of Buckinglnm, his

Lord and Master," arìnounces the subject, sets a tone of remorse a¡d

very efficiently catches peoples' attention. Würzbach describes the use of

such "metatextual advance information" in the title to d¡aw in a crowd.

(30-90). The ballad's close links with narrative song are often mentioned

in the title or in stanzas of the text; for example, the title of the Banister

ballad begins with the description, nA most sorrowfull Song," and ends

with an appeal to listeners, "All you that here my wofull song" (S. 37).

Although it is unusual for a ballad to be identifed as such in the title, "A

Lamentable Ballad of the Ladies Fall" is an example of the e4plicit use of

the term, As the references to song indicate, the ballad is a parlicipatory
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event on the street. The audience is encouraged not only to listen to the

song, but is often invited to join in t}le singing. The refrain in "Lea¡rders

loue to loyall Hero' repeats the phrase "îalai at the end of the sixth and

eighth lines of each stanza , a very simple device that encourages people

to join in a¡rd share a comrnuna-l song. The meter is repetitive and the

lyrics are easy to sing. The words a¡e conventional, familar from other

contexts, making it easy for the audience to join in.

While there is much to suggest the oral performance of tfie

broadside, the vestiges of any set musical performance a:-e left

unrecorded on the page. Broadsides do not normally include musical

notation, but tìey do indicate the tune direction immediately under the

title, and it may not have been necessar¡r to provide the music for a

popula¡ songs like "Oh Susannah" or "Greensleeves." Friedman notes

that although "bars, rests, signatures, and notes" are sometimes found

on ea¡[er broadsides, 'the notation is almost always crude and

frequently a downright cheat" (48-49). Naming the tune without giving

the musical notation may presuppose that the tune is widely known as

Simpson contends (xi), however the printed text offers the reader few

clues. Although tl:e broadside ballad was historically performed as

drama and spectacle, the material text provides only a few markers of

oral performance, and omits the most important, the musical notation.

Although it underperforms orally, the broadside ballad is

remarkably performative visually. In spite of following a conventional
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format, as described in the previous chapter, the broadside is a complex

visual field in which illustrations, borders and text contest with one

another for attention. Indeed, the conventional layout of the broadside

functions much like brand identification, just as the uniform design of

Harlequin romances as print objects teils the reader exactly what to

expect in terms of cha¡acter and plot. Romance novels are generally

published in a standard format, wittr sirnilar covers designed to assure

the reader that the same triumphal story of heterosexual love is being

told again through new cha¡acters and settings. Like the Harlequin

romance, the broadside is designed on a grid which organizes space

vertically and horizontally, as is western writing itself. Against ttris

rough grid, tJ e ballad predictably etches out on a broadsheet three visual

"a.renas" on one page, with places for a title, illustrations arld text. The

content of any ballad receives this standardized treatment, and it has

been one of the banes of batlad scholars that apparently both so-called

"traditional" and "broadside" ballads were published in exactly the same

format, without any distinction between a ballad of "wheat,, such as "Sir

Andrew Barton' (Child 167l¡, arrd a ballad of "chaff (in the critics, eyes, at

least) such as nAn inconsta¡rt female'(Day 1: 370). With regard to both

ballads and Harlequin romances, the readily reco gnizable visual format

creates what is called in marketing visua_l "brand identification" which is

meant to convey both the commodit¡i and the na¡rative it contains. The

sale of Harlequin romances depends not on the reputaüon of the author
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but on the publisher's ability to forge an "association in the consumer's

mind between a generic product . . .and the company name through the

mediation of a deliberately created image" (Radway aO).1 The package arrd

the contents are one or, in Mcluhan's terms, "the medium is the

message."

The visual freld of tåe broadsíde ballad is dominated by woodcut

illustrations, which can take up as much as one-third of the type page.

Designed to be seen in the public arena, rather than contemplated in

privâte, tJ:ey are large, bold and eye-catching, given pride ofplace above

the columns of text. Often dismissed as crude, with little illustrative

value to the text (Wrirzbach 9), woodcuts are nevertheless an integral

element of seventeentå-century broadsides, performing several dilferent

functions. At the most elementar¡r level, woodcuts increase the audience

by attracting people who afe not yet comfortable v¡ith print. Thus the

images tJremselves perform by presenting a story tJrat ca¡ be und.erstood

in visual terms, even if the script ca¡rnot be read, An image is both a

record, reflecting the story in tJre text, and a creation, constructing a

story that has a life of its own, and the tension between the two

destabilizes the text. Although the literate world would have less need for

images in the transmission of lorowledge, "the early ages of print put

iconographic illustrations into circulation as they had never been before"

(Ong f 3O). Watt notes that although broadside ballads v¡ere among the

first printed texts to reach rural cottagers, devotional images, "more
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pictorial than textual," printed on single sheets, had been available for

parishioners to take home a century before the broadside appeared (i31)

The broadside's large illustrations provide a li¡k to these familiar images

of the past.

The broadside's illustrative elements make us look; they

encourage us to position ourselves in front of tJ:e ballad, receptive to its

message, ready to reach out to touch (and buy) it. Placed above the

columns of text, they take precedence to it. They also perform arr

educational function by guiding t}re eye linearly. The woodcuts are

usually placed across the sheetjust below the titte and tune direction, a

position that encourages the eye to read them in sequence from left to

right, like a line of text, giving them a visual sJmtax. For example, in the

broadside, nA most sorrowfull Song . . . of Barrister,' the woodcuts relate

to one another before they relate the to text (see Figure 1). In the first

illustration, the king looks towa¡d the second, drawing tJre eye to the

rigþt; tåe second illustration shows a ma¡r whose body is leaning to the

right; and the ttrird shows a man staring out at the viewer, with a border

to his left. In these images, a vector, a line that d¡aws the eye, reinforces

this relationship. In tfle first picture, the vector runs along ttre king,s arm

to the man looking at hirn; in the second, it curves along the line of the

marr's body to tJ e right; and in the third the left harrd draws the eye

toward a man facing us front arrd centre. The first two figures are seen in

profde, a position that leaves tfie viewer detached from them; the thi¡d
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corifronts the viewer directly, eliciting maximum involvement (Jewitt and

Oyama 135). As with illustrations used in an advertisement, tJre

woodcuts are placed in juxtaposition to the text, but the relationship is

not always clear, requiring the reader to infer the connection between ttre

two. As Berger notes: 'The relation between what we see and what we

larow is never settled" (Ways 7), The illustrations do not have a meaning,

but rather they have "meaning potential, a freld of possible meanings"

(Jewitt and Oyama 135). Because of the lack of clarity, the ballad "enters

the space of ttre readert in Williamson's terms, putting him or her to

work creating meaning, making it more djJficult to turn away. To

someone who does not know the ballad, tJre images portray a world of

men, particularly men of high status. It is a world of clea¡ hierarchy, of

work and of travel, a public world with no reference to women, home or

private pleasures, Although the ballad's world is far removed from the life

of ordinar5r people, the images are presented at eye level, rather than

from above or below, equalØing the power relationship between viewer

and image.

Illustrations vì¡ere not designed for individual ballads but, in a

manaer parallel to that of modern advertising, were drawn from the

formulaic and conventional woodcuts that a print shop had at hand.

While literar5i scholars have often seen illustrations as subordinate to or

illustrative of verbal meaning, the stock illust¡ations, because they are

not necessarily suited to the particular narrative, often create complexity
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of perception rather tåan clarity, much like the famous "postal horn" of

Thomas þnchon's, Tte Crying of Lot 49. If you start seeing the same

woodcut in many contexts, the woodcut itself will become a self-

contained sign. Ong notes that iconographic images "a¡e akin to the

'heavy' or tJ,pe characters of oral discourse" (130); they present a story

tJ:at can be understood solely in visual terms. Although illustrations a¡e

often seen as complementary to tJre text, corroborating the story and

offering redundancy, stock illustrations are more likely to add ambiguity.

As we have seen in Figure 1, the images that a¡e found on many ballads

carr5r ready-made cultural codes, leaving tJ:e viewer free to choose some

meanings and ignore others, Although a caption would lirnit the available

meanings of an illustration, captions are seldom found on broadsides,

leaving no check on the proliferation of meaning. The images on

broadsides, tJrerefore, are independent of tJre text and they corlstruct

their own story.

The woodcuts in "A Lamentable Ballad of the Ladies FaIl" reveal

how stock figures allow interpretations to expand (see Figure 3), Centred

over the first two columns of text are two woodcuts of a man and woman

d¡essed in the costume of the nobility and positioned so that tlrey appear

to be looking at and reaching out to each other. The figures are the same

size, and the cuts are placed together on top of the fi¡st two columns,

giving a unitary appearance, The woodcut of t.I:e man, however, has ttre

refirnants of a frame around it, the only clearly visible part of which is a
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border between the two figures, separating him somewhat from the

woman. The next two illustrations have thick borders and clearly stand

alone. In the first, a visibly pregnant \Ã¡oman is lying in bed while her

maid stands at her side; in tJre second, a man stands beside his horse,

and the cut is positioned so that he appears to be looking tov\¡ald the

woman in bed. She is ready for birth and he is ready for travel. Rather

than containing tJ:e story, the four woodcuts in this ballad, as in the

others, open up further possibilities. In the text, the man kills himself

after the death of his lover and their infarrt, but the final woodcut raises

at least two other possibilities: first, ttrat he arrived too late to take her

away, and second, that rather than kitl himself he fled. The text and

illustration a¡e in communication witl¡ one arrotJler, but each presents

slightly different possibilities, leaving the reader to interpret. While the

text assumes the ma¡r was remorseful, the familia¡ image of a man and

his horse tells a different story - of heading for the open road and a new

life elsewhere.

The re-use of a stock image brings with it traces of ea¡lier stories

in other ballads. that rnost of these woodcuts are used many times over

is easily confrrmed with a quick perusal of t}re fust volume of the pepys

Ballads. The cuts of Hero and Leander are reused most often, over half a

dozen times each, including one appearance for læander as the reformed

Banister (Figure 2b; cf. Figure 1b). Using the same illustration for a

legendar¡r romantic hero and a bitter English traitor indicates the range
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of possible interpretations these woodcuts permit. Even the scene of the

town with its raging river in "Leanders loue to loyall Hero" (Figure 2)

makes another appearance in "O yes. If any Man or Womarr, any thing

desire, Let them repaire forthwith unto the Cryer' (Day L:272-731. Stock

illustrations not only allow meanings to proliferate through their lack of

precision, but in becoming signs tJremselves, they help to destabilize the

text.

When presenting culture visually, the eye needs a series of

guideposts, such as tJle white margin that surrounds a page, the spacing

of the line of type, or column headings. These semiotic codes provide a

'gestalt for organizing tJre way the eye will scan the page and its

heteronomous characters" (McGann, Textual Condition 1O8). The

broadside uses a conventional set of parameters of early print culture,

such as borders and cast fleurons that cont€st with woodcuts arrd text

on tÏe page for the eye of tJre viewer, guiding the eye as it traverses the

page. (A most sorrowfull Song. . . of Banister," for example, uses a

sidepiece placed vertically as a central spine to divide tJ:e first two

colum¡s of text (Figure l). The border runs f¡om the base of the

illust¡ations down the fi¡st seven stanzas, and ís anchored to a set of

three cast fleurons, which extend another stanza and a half, close to the

bottom of ttre page. This centeríng device acts a core, demarcating two

separate columns of text. Just as the woodcuts encourage the eye to read

from left to right, the centred sidepiece, by visually separating t}re
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coluÍüls of text, guides the eye vertically down the t54pe column. The

border motif is repeated with the same effect between the thi¡d and

fourth columns of this ballad, which was originally a conjoined oblong

sheet. In "Leanders loue to loyall Hero," cast fleurons frame tlle top and

bottom of the original left side of t}re sheet (Figure 2). this frame

sepafates the printed page from the white space surroundifig it,

emphasizing the unity of the tjæe page \¡¡ith its illustrations aftd text. On

the right side, double rows of cast fleurons set vertically act as sidepieces

to the two woodcuts atop columns tl¡ree a¡rd four, with another double

set cast horizontally at the bottom of colum¡ four, squaring off the type

page. In the early ballads, cast fleurons are used for the same purpose as

headpieces and rules in the later works (Weinstein 1ü); in this case they

not only frame the text, they also provide a d.ecorative function in

balancing the page. øA Lameritable Ballad of the Ladies Fall" presents a

contrastíng approach (Figure 3). Unusual in an early ballad, this

broadside has no ornamentation aside from the four woodcuts atop each

column. A larger proportion of white space gives a very open, inviting

appearance, and, as in modern page layout, allows the tJæe to take on

greater prominence. The sheet is less dynamic than the ot¡er two

ballads, in which the text must compete for attention in a busy visual

freld. Its relatively static appearance foreshado¡rs a page layout that is

very farrriliar in literar¡z works today. Nevertheless, the eye does not

deland a static page. Berger contends tJlat:
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We never look at just one thing; we are always looking at

the relation between things and ourselves. Our vision is

continually active, continually moving, continually holding

things in a circle a¡ound itself, constituting what is present

to us as we are. (9)

The broadside's use of ty¡:e ornaments helps to guide that "continually

active, continually moving" eye across the textual field.

Tlrpe itself also has a performative function ín broadside ballads.

The myth ttrat type is transpatent, like Beatrice Warde's crystal goblet,

allowing meaning to shine through like fine wine reflects the New Critic's

fallacy of depth. Instead, we need to look at the inkings on the surface of

the paper. Since the late middle ages, Gothic itself has þerformed'the

past, as it does even now in deliberate signs of nostalgia, such as "Ye

Olde Tea Shoppe." The black-letter typeface common to broadsides also

performs the past; like many early t¡4pefaces, gothic type is modeled on a

book hand and retains traces of its origins in script. Gothic gained

authority from its use in bibles, prayer books, school books a¡rd otfrer

sanctioned works, in script and later in type. The authority of the type

was reinforced by the letter forms because Gothic was designed as a

lower-case alphabet, unlike roman t5æe where "the capitals have the

authority and the lower case is a series of improvisations (Chappell 33-

34). This design, foregrounding lower-case letters, makes gothic a

readable typeface, appropriate for the body of the ballad. Roman type,
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with its d¡amatic ascenders and descenders, is more likely to catch tJre

eye and is easier to take in with a glance, making ít parlicularly useful

for display t5pe such as the title.

'Ilpe depends on discrirninations, and we know t-hat ascenders

and descenders can take very dTferent forms just as capitals perform

visually in relation to minuscule letters. Wíth black letter established as

the predictable media conveyarrce, roman is used sparingly to distinguish

information, such as the title, tJ:e tune direction, the dist¡ibutor and the

author's narne, if given. In "Leanders loue to loyall Hero," roman t5pe is

also used to set off proper names: I-eander and Hero, the main

characters, tJre river, Hellespont, and the cities in which the two lovers

iived, Abidos arrd Sestos (Figure 2). The contrast between roman and

gotl¡ic in the body of the ballad is dramatic: roman is lighter in weight,

ard tlre rounded letters slow the eye, leaving it to linger a split second

longer, breaking up the visual rhythm of the text. Roman t54pe has a

disturbing effect on ttre solidity of the t5pe page, adding a sense of

lightness, of play, into the spiþ, narrow and dense gotJric text.

Spacing itself creates a visual freld for the performance of type.

The entire broadsheet may be consídered a potential field for visual

performance, wherein the marks of the printing press ink certain places

and not others. The blank spaces left behind ,perform" meaning, An

excellent exarnple is the convention of line length, which continues to be

used even in contemporar5r poetry as an instrument of meaning. Further
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undermining the verLicality and solidity of the text is the va¡iation in line

length caused by the indentation of every second line from tÌre left

margin and by the ragged right typesetting, both of which have a

practical function. Beginning every other line with a lower case letter and

indentìng the line encourages the eye to carrJ¡ on reading to the end of

the phrase. The ragged right typesetting keeps letter-spacing tight and

even, making the words clearly legible. These two design elements work

together to discipline the eye to read from left to right and then to

proceed vertically line by line down the page. This vertical movement,

however, is intermpted by the addition of space to define sta¡zas within

the ballad. The eflect of spacing is clear when "A l¿mentable Ballad of

the Ladies Fall," which has approximately a half-line space between its

eigþt-line stanzas, is compared to "Leanders loue to loyall Hero,, wit}r an

eight-line sta¡za separated by a full line space, and "A most sorro¡¡¡full . .

. Song of Banister," with four-line star¡zas followed by one line space (see

Figures 3,2, l). The latter ballad is written in rhyming couplets, but the

stanza division occurs after every fourth line, turning the stanza into a

quatrain. With a line space after every four lines, this ballad has a much

stronger stanza structure than "A Lamentable Ballad of the Ladies Fall"

which has a barely perceptible space between its eight-line stanzas. The

full effect of these stazaic divisions is lost to us without the musical

notation which would support such a break. Although the t¡pe and its
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iayout retains most of the elements of its performativit5r, some aspects

remain unciea¡ when only the broadside remains.

The titles and first few verses are crucial in capturing the visual

attention of the audience and drawing them into t}re text. The broadside

ballad's oral a¡d visual performativity is strengthened by its performance

at the textual level. The title does more than identi_$ the ballad and

describe its contents; along with the introductory stanzas it sets an

emotional tone, introduces the cha¡acters and summarizes tlle action.

Wùrzbach argues that this nmetatextual advance information" functions

like a trailer for a movie or television program, whetdng public interest

and advertising tJ:e goods for sale (80-81). She outlines si¡nilarities

between the trailer and the opening words of the ballad: "their function,

their public nature due to their rvide distribution, the need to attract a

fluctuating audience, and finally tlle way they are structured, (81). Most

of the information given in a t¡ailer can be packed into a ballad title. For

example, "A most sorrowfull Song, setting forth the miserable end of

Banister, who betraied the Duke of BuckirLgham, his Lord and Master,

introduces the characters, Banister and Buckingham, describes their

relationship as "Maste¡' and "servant," excites curiosit5r by mentioning

betrayal, arrd sets an emotional tone within a moral framework - tåe

servant is "wretched' and the song "sorrowfull." The fust tåree stanzas

intensi$r tlle emotional tone as the singer presents himself as Banister: "I

him betraid, a¡d none but I" (Day 1: 64).
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In another example, the title and first stanza work together to

create a flow of information (see Figure 2). 'Lealrders loue to loyall Hero"

introduces the two protagonists and announces that it is a story of love

and loyalty. The title is t5peset twice as large as the text, but is tied to it

through the large initial dropped capital'T'in line 1, set in a size at the

midpoint between the title and text. In the frrst stanza, Hero and Leander

appear as archetypal lovers, "famous," constant, without envy, 'faire"

and "true." No hint is given of tlre action, but the outcome is telegraphed

in advance by the manner in which tJle lovers' qualities a¡e set in

counterpoint to the ominous forecast of "that which did ensue." The

audience has been prepared for the tragic love story tJrat follows.

In the case of "A Lamentable Ballad of ttre Ladies Fall," the title is

short but ciea¡. It effectively foreshadows the plot, as a 'lady's fall" could

mean only one thing - illicit love ending in pregnancy - as is confrrmed in

the first two stanzas. The ballad describes itself as a lament, but rather

than a lament for t]¡e death of two people, the lady of the title a¡rd her

child, it is a lament for her loss of virtue. The title promises a sad song in

a sa¡rctirnonious tone, arld the ballad delivers. BaIIad "trailers" not only

l,et the reader larow what to expect in content and tone, they attract

i4terest by the use of descriptive adjectives and superlatives, such as "A

mo$t sorrowfull Scrngl and "A Lamentable Ballad," As Würzbach notes,

the broadside ig unlike many other printed works of this era which would

hegin with a dedication to a patron (89), and the fact that the ballad r¡¡as
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able to fashion its introductory words into an adverlising tool indicates

ttre importance of sales over patronage in this genre.

The performative codes of broadside ballads described above -

oral, visual and textual - function like pa¡atexts, or "lirninal devices . . .

that mediate the relations between text and readel (Macksey xi). In

Gérard Genette's schemata, paratexts, whether tlrey are seen as part of

the text or not, "surround it and extend it, precisely in order to present it,

in the usual sense of this verb but also in the strongest sense: to make

present, to ensure the text's presence in tJre world, its leception' and

consumption. . ." (1, italics in original). Texts never circulate

independently of their paratexts; they always take a material form of

some kind. The broadside, with its need for a large audience and

readership, is very well served by a d¡amatic paratextual appâratus.

Alttrough much of the ballad's oral performativity remains a matter of

speculation, the visual and textual elements of tJ:e ballad's performance

are clearly embedded in ttre material text.

While the broadside has the volume turned all the way up, as a print

object that creates and caters to a mass audience, the matruscript

belongs to an order of writerly perfonnance that envisions silence and

private space. Ong suggests that "the shift from orat to written speech is

essentially a shift from sound to visual space" (117). While t¡ue of the

manuscript, however, this shift not does appty to the printed broadside,
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which continued to reside in the noisy, street-wise world of orality. And

ttre Percy Folio MS, while it belongs to tlre quiet order of uliterar5/

writing, frequently overlaps the world of broadsides. If the broadside

plays to tJle crowd, the marruscript ballad has a tradition of being a

private performance, which harkens back to the scriptoria of tJ:e middle

ages, though there is good evidence that medieval writers intoned words

while they wrote. Yet when we look at the Percy Folio MS, there is no

questíon that the public performance of tlre broadside is rendered in a

dífferent key by this very diflerent media form. The Folio MS has long

been lcrown as a crucial text for preserving ballads, and yet scholars

handling this text have constantly had to explain how so much late

renaissance noise, jumble, and visuality could have ended up in such

decorous circumstances, in the study of its scribe. The Folio MS is

maddeningly sílent when it records songs that elsewhere we have

evidence were given voice. Buchan rema¡ks with frustration on the lack

of interest shown by ballad editors ttrrough the nineteenth century in

recording melodies, noting tJ:at even Child devoted only a few pages to it

in l:îs English and Sættish Ballads.

Although tJre manuscript ballad may be a transcription of an oral

presentation, the music is silent, un¡emarked by the scribe who focuses

on the verbal text. The Percy Folio lacks all musical notation, omitting

even t]le tune direction conventionally and prominently displayed on the

broadside. The only indication that any of the three ballads under
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discussion were ever sung is tJre refrain repeated after every sixth and

eighth lines in uHero: &: Leander." The scribe writes the refrain variously

as, "fa la" (14 times), "fa la la" (13 times), "fa' (twice) and in the last line

writes "finis' in its place. This carelessness indicates the lack of

significance the scribe placed on the refrain, a lyrical reminder of the

ballad's life in song. This refrain itself oflers conflicting evidence of the

ballad's musical history: while it reveals traces of the oral performance, it

also disrupts the metric measure, turning lines of tetrameter into

pentameter and hexameter at random. Refrains a¡e found in many

ballads, and tJ ey can provide some indication of how tJ:e ballad was

performed - by one singer, or by a singer and chorus. In this instarrce,

however, the scribe of the Percy Folio only ta¡rtalizes the reader with his

inscription.

While the broadside accommodates a large participatory audience

- peopie can look at the woodcuts, listen to the ballad singer, or sing

along, and they can buy a copy to take home to share v¡ith f¡iends and

fanily - the Folio MS suggests a consistent writerly project. The scribe

had the same pâper at hând throughout the project, though the

watermarks vary, and an eclectic collection of sources, some of them

quite lengthy, as well as a consistent pen nib and manner of writing.

These details suggest standardization througþout a massive project,

consisting of over 500 sides of paper. The Folio MS, comprised of long,

narrow sheets, would be diffrcult to read in a public place, and
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impossible to write. Because of the size of the writing and the cramped

script, the manuscript can be read easily by only one person at a time,

and its dimensions make it best written arrd read at a desk or table in

tJre quiet of a library. One would have to sta¡rd very close to tJre

mânuscript to read it, suggesting a private space. If the broadside

underperforms orally, the manuscript ballad is mute.

The visual field of the Folio MS is rich, but the coordination of

signs follows a considerably different system of annotation than early

print, a fact which is notable since many of the scribe's models may have

been printed texts (Donatelli , Percg Folío l2O-25; Rogers 45-6 1 pøssim).

The material text is a record of perfonnance - both the original

performance that was the scribe's source, now lost to us, and the

performance of the copyist. The scribe's performance is very much in

evidence in the single hand in which the manuscript is written, His harrd

belongs to the larger "public hand' of the mid-seventeenth century, but

he uses that system to inscribe privately, for himself, revealing an

overlap of public and private functions. He uses a consistent writing

system throughout the ma¡ruscript, no matter what his materials,

standardizing them into one text. Although not aesthetically pleasing, the

writing has the effect of unif¡ing and homogenizing the varied contents of

the manuscript. In effect, it performs type, and levels it into his hand.

The early type fonts had been designed to imitate handwriting, but

Jonatha¡r Goldberg argues that script in turn came to resemble t54re:
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Although tåe hrst scripts in printed books had been

reproductions of individuals' hâ¡ds, in the course of the

sixteenth century, the process was reversed. Individua_ls'

hands were reproductions of reproductions. The technologr

was no betrayal of the hand; it was its realization . . . (136)

Although the Folio scribe's hand was not so regular that it would be

mistaken for type, tÌ¡e ideal was demonstrated by John Davies, a writing

master, whose "fai¡ hand is so fair that it is not immediately apparent

whether it is written by a man or produced by a machine - a realization

of the ideal anonymity of the practiced hand' (Goldberg 13O), If the hand

performs gpe, it also performs script; therefore the scribe has a system

afld keeps performing tJ¡e sa¡ne way. Donatelli notes that several features

of the orthography are typically scnbal (Percy Folío I2Ol. Contractions a¡e

corrrrnon ('f" for that, "u.tf lor which, ",&- for King, "gP îor your, q! ¡6¡

quoth), but the scribe does not seem to use them to save time and space

because he also doubles final consonants ("yett," "forgott," "blott,) and

adds an "e" at tåe end of words ("shee," "constantlye,, .dignitye') and an

unnecessary ampersand at the beginnings of lines ("& then mached him

to a qalla¡t dame") throwing ofÏ tl¡e rhythm. Finally, the manuscript

ballads, like two of the broadsides, end in simila¡ fashion with the

colophon'frnis" (shortened to "fins'in two of the Folio MS ballads), a

Latin finishing touch that strikes a formal tone in a popular ba_llad.
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The page itself is a site of performance. The paper reveals

waterma¡ks at the tops and bottoms of the inner margins, consisting of

'varieties of Normarr pot, mostly barrded and initialled and surmounted

by a crescent" (Rogers 41). The existence of the waterma¡ks indicates

that the paper is of at least medium quality, arrd the initials in the pot,

noted by Rogers as E R, R P, C D, and, R O, generally indicate the ma-ker

(Gaskell 6l). Crossing the page horizontally a¡e chain-lines, ieaving

further traces of the paper's production. Superimposed on the page is the

copyist's performance. The spatial layout can be seen as a ugestalt for

organizing the way the eye will scan the page" (McGarrn, Teñual

Conditíon 108). Like the broadside, tJ:e manuscript text is surrounded by

margins, although instead of print's nmarges de silence" (Genette 34)

tJrese margins are very vocal, providing a space for the scribe's second

thoughts and corrections. In the ballads, unlike some of the other parts

of the manuscript, the scribe does not take the opportunity to make

corrections very often. In his transcription of the middle English

aliterative poem, "Death and Liffe" (PFMS 384-90), the scribe corrects

even some small errors: canceling *that" after "euer" in a line reading,

"Th[ou] may wary the weeke t]rot euer thou wast fformed" (1. 255) and

adding the words "wÍth m5/ in the ma¡gin to correct line 285 to read "As

to haue a [fllapp with my ffawchyon att thy fa¡¡re state" (Donatellt, Death

and Lífe, 45, 471. However, in tl:e ballads he ignores larger errors such as

a¡r extra line in stanza 30 of "Buckingam betrayd: by Banister,:
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ffor one of his sones for greeffe
Starke madd did fall;
the other ffor sorrow d¡owned was
within a shallow running streame
where euery man might passe. (PFMS 277-71; HF 2:2591

In "Hero: &: Leander,'he ignores some egregious errors, such as the

spelling "Tov/'for "TWo" in the first word of the ballad, "siarin" for "swin"

in sta¡rza 6, and "hirnpettalaze" lor uimmoratlize" in the last stanza, but

he does correct himself when he skips a line in tJ:e second half of stanza

I 1. The manuscript reads:

Ol ffrom her eyes, then perles more Cleere, fa: la:
Proceeded many a dolefull teare, perswadin g thøt ttre arrry

flood
Had d¡unke læanders guiltless bloode, fa: la: (PFMS 456)

The copyist has inserted tJe skipped line at the end of t}re second line,

and has moved tl¡e refrain from the second to the fi¡st line. The line

following this stanza is crossed out; it is illegible on microfilln and not

noted in Hales and F\rrnivall, who transcribe stanza I 1 as follows:

Ol ffrom her eyes, then perles more Cleere, fa: la:
. proceeded many a dolefull teare,
. perswading tLnt t}:e angry flood

Had drunke Leanders guiltless bloode, fa: ta: (HF 3: 299)

The correction reveals that the scribe was atluned to the shape of the

stanza, if not to errors in singte words. In the broadside ballad an error

cannot be corrected and remains in print for the life of the text, for

exarnple, the line "I unto him did them betra/ which should read "I unto

them did hlm betra/ ("4 most sorrowfull Song . . . of Banister"). The
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manuscript, however, allows second thoughts, comrnentarjr, and a

dialogue with later readers.

The page is divided by a long vertical rule tl1at guides the eye

down the column of text, performing much the sa¡ne function as the

borders ând cast fleurons of the broadside. Titles are framed by

horizontal lines top and bottom, separating the batlad from the previous

text (see Figure 4). The titles in tJre Percy Folio version have been

shortened to fit tJ:e space available: "Buckingam betrayd: by Banister,"

"Hero: &: Leander," and uI.adyes: ffall." These short forms act much more

as text identiflers, like chapter titles or catalogue entries, tharr as trailers

to make us v/ant to buy the batlad, giving no more than the briefest

information to distinguish one ballad from another. Written in a cursive

script much larger tJran the body of the ballad, the titles provide only

enough i¡formation for the reader to frnd a particular text.

The preservation of tïe manuscript itself raises issues of

performance. Although Percy had the manuscript bound, there is no

question that the scribe was able to begin writing at the left margin of a

recto page, indicating that the manuscript was not bound when he wrote.

Binding tJre matruscript yields a second performance: collecting old

things and keeping tJ.em together to create a new work, raising issues of

what to include and exclude. What Pepys did for the broadside, the Folio

manuscript scribe did for his texts, although he included a much wider

range of materials than did Pepys.
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The manuscript ballad, though very different from the broadside,

can perform very well for the reader who is fa¡niliar with both manuscript

conventions and print a¡rd does not ûeed to be persuaded to choose a

ballad. One major drawback notable in the Percy Folio MS, however, is

the lack of an extant index. To find an individual work, the reader must

turn every page until it appears, and tåe apparently random organization

of materials provides no clues to guide the sea¡ch. Rather than an

elaborate paratextual apparatus designed to make the ballad þresent" to

the public, as is useful for the broadside, the paratext of the manuscript

ballad is designed for quiet com¡nunication among serial readers with

time to spare.

Our understanding of arry text is dependent on its material media form,

which sets up pa¡ameters for its very conception as "a text," for its

manner and style and the circumstances of its inscription, and for its

subsequent circulation, either individual or public or both. Methods of

signification are media-specific, most readily apparent in baltad studies

where oralit¡r ard textuality a¡e stül up in the air despite t1:e body of

evidence that remains, much to tJ:e frustration of ballad scholars over

the years. Our comparison of the Pepys broadsides a¡rd the Percy Folio

MS, tJre two most important sources for all ballads, shows how tåese

conceptual issues a¡e physically inseparable from the texts, a¡d that, as

in þnchon, the ubiquitous postal hom may be seen ever5rwhere, only to
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remain a performative sign which fails to convey the certainþr of

meaning. As we shall see in the concluding chapter, from the eighteenth

century on, the ballad, in all its morphing, was uniquely positioned to

challenge assumptions about textual stability, and therefore becomes a

crucial historica-l site for the Mcluhanesque contestations of meaning and

media which have exerted so much influence in the course of "literar/

studies at the end of the millennium.



Chapter 5

Palimpsest: The Promiscuit5z of the Text

Having demonstrated tåe very complicated and rich textuality of but

three ballads in two sources, in closing I would Iike to show how

antiqua-rian collectors and scholarly editors tried to discipline this unruly

material, especially since it did not conform to tJe normative practices of

"authored" literature. Even today, the ballad is represented in surveys

of Iiterature as a sub-literarJ¡ genre, a "queer, text ttrat lived

promiscuously on the streets and in peasant cottages, picking up new

tunes and words along the way. It is contrasted to arr elite literature

where upper-class men have ruled, both as authors and critics, and

where texts had the good sense to stay put according to the discipline of

what appeared to be an i¡on-clad concept of "authorial intention,"

although writers like Michel Foucault have shown us that this myth of

origins is but a fantasy. t

John Selden in the seventeenth century collected the core of

material for the first volume of what was to become tJ:e Pepys ballad

collection, but despite his ability to isolate, locate, gather, and preserve

r See Foucâult, "What is a¡ Author?' and Barthes, "The Death of the Author.'
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ballads as if they were museum pieces, he suggests in a note on the back

of the title page that tJrese ephemera are light as ttre wínd:

you may see by them, how the Wind sits. As take a Straw,

and throw it up into the Air; you shall see by that, which

way the Wind is; which you shall not do, by casting up a

Stone. More solid things do not shew the Complexion of tJre

Times, so well as Ballads and Libells. (Day 1: x)

Working with his metaphor closely, we see tlrat he views ballads as

insubstantial: where there is paper, he sees straw (possibly with

reference to the coarse paper that was used). This is a "textual straw"

that is light enough to float on the wind, as if ballads were dispersed by

air, spreadíng far and wide, almost promiscuous as they are ca¡ried even

into the taverns and the homes of cottagers, Ballads were cheap and

ubiquitous, part of the fabric of everyday life; they belonged to a

ha¡dicra-ft of life that produced, not Paradise Insf, but thatched roofs

and hats. Yet, while Selden characterizes ballad broadsides as "texts-

lite," he accords them substantial political power, for these trifles show

which way the "wind" blows, something that more solid textuality, which

in his metaphor he refers to as nstone," could not do.

Where Selden saw text as "straw,' Thomas Percy saw

ballads as possessíng the heft of monumental stone, a fact which is

reflected in his lengthy and weighty tit-le, Reliqtes of Ancient English

Poetry: cansísting of OId Heroíc Ballads, Songs, and other Pieces of our
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earlier Poets, Together uíth some Feut of Later Date, first published in

1765. In keeping with the eighteenth-century interest in Gothic ruins,

Percy portrayed this "parcel of old ballads" as the crumbling ruins that

had survived, like the churches and cattredrals of England, as rernnants

of a romantic past in which minstrels sang songs that hea¡kened back to

the foundational moments of British society. Percy claimed an

aristocratic pedigree for the same songs that had been but straw to

schola¡s a century earlier, demonstrating how strongly hermeneutic

predilections can create completely difierent coritexts for the same text.

To Percy the manuscript evoked the early Goths, who, in his version of

history, "laid the foundations of national cha¡acter, culture, and politics"

(Groom, Making 861. By the sixteenth century, however, minstrels who

were once "admired and revered,' had fallen into such disrepute that

tJ:ey were lumped in with "rouges, vagabonds, and sturdy beggars" in the

vagrancy statutes (1:377). To Percy the oral performance had thus fallen

from grace just as literacy was spreading throughout England. He

believed that the Folio MS, created in the midst of this textual shift,

captured chorographically the last vestiges of a lost oral culture.

Percy tJ:us conceived of his editorial function in the manuscript as

a form of rescue and restoration. Given the number of editions that the

Reliques went tlerough (four during Percy's lifetime, and at least frfty

more in the remainder of the nineteenth century), there can be no

question that he succeeded spectacularly in redeeming Selden's straw by
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turning it texlually into stone in the pages of his edition and by providing

it with a good British pedigree. In order to accomplish this, Percy

'performed" the past for an eighteenth-century audience for whom, as

Donatelli has observed, "the pseudo-medieval was often more attractive

than the genuine article" ("Medieval Fictions" 436). According to what is

now a foundational narrative itself, Percy rescued the Folio MS from the

hands of a domestic realm clearly identified with ignorant women: he

found the manuscript in the home of his friend Humphrey Pitt, "lying

dirty on the floor under a Bureau in y. Parlour: being used by the Maids

to light the fire" (HF 1: bo<iv). Percy speaks to the sorry state of these

papers, which were a pile of loose sheets, wittr severa-l leaves missing or

ripped in half, in a nmutilated state . . . unbound ald sadly torn" (HF

l:bc<iv). Clearly, his encounter with ballads was altogether different

from that of Selden, a century earlier, who was busy catching straw in

the wind.

Percy's three-volume edition, wfuch for well over a century was lh€

edition of ballads, called for a restoration project, although, as we know,

restoration of ruins in the eighteenth century could be, Iike Walpole's

Strawberry Hill, medieval fantasies rather than fact. At hrst, Percy

literally bound the pieces togetåer, thereby making a book out of what

had been a pile of loose papers. Interestingly, he cleaned up his

anüquarian discovery when he conceived of the idea of showing it to

Samuel Johnson. But binding produced yet further injuries to the
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manuscript since t.Ire top and bottom of lines were cut off at va¡ious

places (HF 1: xü). This first physical step in dealing with the manuscript

led to his larger editorial project of producing an antholory that would

please "both the judicious antiquarian, and tJ:e reader of taste" (Percy

1:11). As many critics have observed, in service of this project, Percy

rewrote much of the literature he had found. He felt free to write on the

marruscript itself and changed lines, prettified rhymes, corrected meters

in a wholesale way to cater to a higher class of audience, a fact that was

announced when Percy dedícated his second edition to "Elizabeth,

Countess of Northumberland, and in her own right, Baroness Percy, . . .'

hoping to use the manuscript as his own vehicle for social climbing.

There is no question tJlat Percy's Reliqtes won literar5i honor for botJ its

author and its texts, yet it is ironic that the same free hand consigned

Percy to what Albert Friedman calls "the special hell reserved for bad

editors' (2O5). But perhaps it is important to take Percy on his own

terms, in his own historical moment. Against a backdrop of

medievalism, Percy saw himself, Donatelli argues, as "a latter-day

minstrel, trying to reshape the romance ballads of the Folio MS so that

they might better please his eighteenth-century audience" ("Old Barons"

232).

With the weight of his voluminous compilation of Relrques, replete

wittr notes, glosses, and essays on English history and literature, Percy

sought to close the book on the unwieldy Folio MS once and for all, But,
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as I have attempted to demonstrate throughout this thesis, texts refuse

to sit still. A century later, Percy v/as excoriated by t1 e next editors of

the manuscript, John W. Hales a¡td Frederick J. Furnivall. Their edition,

Bì.sLap Percg's Folio Manuscripf, was published in 1867-68 in three

volumes. Thei¡ encounter with the physical text has also been recorded,

but tåis time, the rescue was not from the hands of maids, but rather

from the hands of Percy himself. During his lifetime, Percy had so

identifred himself with tJ:e manuscript - the fact that it still bears his

name shows that he continues to haur¡t this text - that he made it

impossible for others to gain access to it, especially critics Iike Joseph

Ritson, who was aware of Percy's bowdlerization but lacked the evidence

to prove it, though he tried vigorously (Johnston 125-371. percy,s family

continued to deny schola¡s access to tJle manuscript aJter tris death, and

Furnivall made it clear that he considered their lack of cooperation a

national disgrace: "no one was allowed to l¡tow how the owner who

made his fame by it had dealt with it, whetJrer his treatment was foul or

fafu' (HF 1: ix). The eflorts Hales and Fì¡rnivall made, encouraged by F. J.

Child, to obtain access to the manuscript reads tke a rhetoric of literary

liberation. Furnivall and Child finally paid 150 British pounds, and in

retum Hales and Furnivall were granted access to the manuscript for

only thirteen months to prepa¡e their edition. Finally, percy's daughter

offered the maluscript for cash to the British Museum, which has owned

it since then.
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The publication of the Hales and Furnivall edition in 1867-68

broke Percy's spellbinding hold on these ballad texts. Furnivall, in his

introduction, excoriates Percy's editing, often describing the man and his

work in terms laden with sarcasm, revealing to us t¡at texts can be very

personal.2 For example, in a metaphor that speaks volumes about how

editing was viewed as a masculine activity on a feminine text, Furnivall

says that Percy treated the manuscript as "a young woman from the

country with unkempt locks, whom he had to fit for fashionable sociee/;

she had "no false locks to supply deficiency of native hair'no þomatum

in profusion,'no þeasy wool to bolster up the adopted locks' and no

þey powder to conceal dust.' But all these fashionable requirements

Percy supplied" (HF l: xvi-xvü).

The Hales and Furnivall edition was conceived in the positivist

tradition of text editing that continued well into the twentieth century.3

They announce thei¡ editorial standa¡d in the introduction in terms that

echo the legal obligations of a witness in a courtroom: "To tell the t¡utl,

tJ:e whole truth, of a text of MS. is an editor's first dut¡/ (HF 1: :o<). yet

Hales and F\rrnivall, in their turn, add an overlay of Victorian prudery by

altering tåe sequence of texts in the manuscript. They exile ttre bawdy

2 On Percy's handling of the text, FUrnivâll notes: oBefore he learnt to reverence
it, as he says, he scribbled notes over its margins and put brackets for
suggested omissions in its texts. After he reverenced it, he tore out ofit the two
Ieaves containing its best ballad, 'Iöng Estmere,'which he had evidently touched
up largely himself (HF 1: xvi).
3 In A Critíque of Modem Textual Cfit'cism, McGann provides a critique of this
approach to editing as exemplified by the rvork of Fredson Bowers.
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ballads to a fourth volume, Loose and Humorous Songts, a work that was

published privately by Furnivall after the "public" texts of the manuscript

had appeared in their three-volume edition. Given the fact that the Percy

Folio MS has been considered one of the most important primary

documents in ballad studies, it is ¡emarkable that the Hales arrd

Furnivall text has had such a long shelf life and remains the standa¡d

edition of the complete marruscript even today. It provided a textual

backbone for F. J. Child in preparing his canonical English ond Scoltish

Ballads, thus extending its inlluence further. ln 7969, the Hales and

Furnivall edition of the Percy Folio MS was reprinted in facsirnile by a

small American press, Singing Tree Press, with a brief int¡oduction

added by Leslie Shepard.a

And what is the ma¡ket for thes,e ballad texts today? We still

make do with old texts, a fact which indicates the extent to which ballad

scholarship has yet to move beyond tJre prejudice, which exacted

apologies from any schola¡ who studied these texts, We still rely on

Hyder Rollins' edition of ttre Pepys Ballads, originally published in 1929,

although the facsimile edition of Pepys' collection, published by

Magdalene College in 1987, makes it possible "to see" the broadsides

once again. The bulk of the Percy Folio MS has never been re-edited: in

the twentieth century, specialized schola¡s have selected individual texts,

thus atomizing tJre manuscript as a complete artifact. The influence of

q This reissue includes -Loose cnd Humorous Songs at the end of its third
volume.
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postmodernism in editing has resulted in arr appreciation of the

rhizomatic relations between the manuscript and its va¡ious editions,

ald the notion of a hierarchy of texts has given way to complex models of

textual relation.s The materiality of the manuscript and the editing

agendae that it occasioned have been considered in the a¡ticles of

Rogers, Donatelli, and Stewart. Nick Groom's recent work, a monograph

on tJre preparation of a genetic text of Percy's Reliques and a facsimile of

Percy's first edition, confirms the ultimately undecipherable nature of

textual relations in late-twentieth century editing. A far cry from Percy's

ability to hea¡ the voices of ancient bards, to Groom "a synoptic genetic

edition of Percy's Reliques would probably look more like a monument to

academic futility than a readable book. (Making 15). Over the centuries

of literary transmission, the ephemera of early print culture has become

so overlaid with commentary that it has become too weighty for scholarly

publication. The more we attempt to "fbf ballads, the more they fall

apart. Child may have adopted the most plausible approach when he

printed versions of ballads side-by-side rather tJ:an anointing one

canonical text.

The story of ballad texts reminds us that at some level, as

Jacques Derrida has claimed, every text is a palimpsest. Texts a¡e "less

a bea¡er of a final fixed inscription tJ:an a site of the process of

inscription, in which acts of composition and t¡ansmission occur before

s See Mccann, Textual Conditio¡t
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our eyes' (Bornstein 3-4). The "fluidit/ of ballad texts arld their

inconsequential status in elite writing culture were ready-made for

writing on top of writing, for erasing what was there with other fantasies

and visions, witl. other words. My thesis has argued that the ballad is

historically sigrrificant in textual studies because, by recycling plots,

characters, and words with abandon, it made a mockery of concepts of

textual stability and boundaries, thereby "outing" the underlying

assumptions of those who have tried to puri$ these seemingly

promiscuous texts.
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